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Murray State students sing and
act in the musical adaptation of
'The Secret Garden' this weekend.

Page lb
The women's soccer team
plays at 12:30 p.m. today
against Samford in the
OVC tournament s emifinals;
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Spring
scheduling
Board appoints Kern Alexander as interim
causes
conflicts

Mixed legacy
Vanessa Childers

Managing Editor
vchildus@thenews.org

Murray State continues to adjust after
University President F. King Alexander
announced he would assume the California State University nt Long
Beach presidency in 2006.
The Board of Regents voted
unanimously Sunday night in a
special session to appoint former University President
Kern Alexander, 66, as interim
when King Alexander officially
resigns.
Regent Vickie Travis said Don
Sparks, chairman of the board, and
King Alexander spoke with Kern
Alexander about accepting the position prior to Sunday's vote.
Travis said she was surprised when
Kern Alexander's name was suggested as a
po.tential interim president
"But there were no other names that were really considered strongly." Travis said.
After the 40-minute closed session during the
meeting. she voted in Kern .Alexander's favor.
"After a lot of discussion, it did seem to be
not only the only choice but per·

Emily Wuchner
Staff Writer
ewuchner@thenews.org
Many students are expressing their
frustration while planning their class
schedules for next semester.
Melissa Starks, senior from Murray,
said all of the classes she wants to take
conflict with her required courses. She
said some classes should be offered multiple times to reduce problems.
"Next semester, I have nine hours that I
have to take, and I'm just trying to fmd a
fun class to maintain my full-time status,"
Starks said.
Many freshman find it difficult to
schedule classes because of the work
load.
Clark McGee, freshman from Memphis,
Tenn., plans to major in music education.
He said because of the course load, it will
take him more than four years to graduate.
"The worst part is that you have a class
like choir that meets five times a week
and you only get one credit for it," McGee
said.
He said the course load may prevent
him from completing his minor.
"There's too many classes," McGee
said. "The limit for hours complicates
things because freshmen can only take 18
hours."
Registrar Donna Harris said students
must tallc to their advisers to discuss class
plans and to remove advising holds.
"The process is making sure your
adviser knows what your plan is," Harris
said. "Make sure you know what your
plan is, and if there is an issue about a
course not being offered, talk to the
department."
Harris said time conflicts concern
many students, but it is possible to have a
10- to IS-minute overlap between classes
if students have permission from instructors. Harris said this is not common practice. Students must bring the signed permission form to Sparks Hall to enroll.
T hough some students worry about
classes filling up too quickly, Harr is said
students should not be too concerned.
They can confer with the department to
see what classes will be offered next
semester and to look at alternatives.
Harris said when planning schedules,
students must plan ahead and check PIN.
"We don't want studen ts getting up at 5
a.m. to schedule, and then find out they
have a problem," Harris said.
Lindsey Dame, sophomore from Lewisport, said professors make a difference
when choosing classes.
"If you can take the harder course with
the harder teacher, then do it," Dame said.
"But if you feel you can't be up to the
challenge, then don't do it."
T his year, Murray State will offer class·
es to promote the residential college concept.
To enroll, students must e-mail registration.
"It's an opportunity for students in each
residential eolJege to learn together,"
Harris said. "To build on thls residential
college tie, it may be easier for students to
tie together for study outside of class. It
builds upon what we want for our residential college students."
Scheduling details are available on the
Registrar's Web site.
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University F. King Alexander (left) began his tenure at Murray State in September 2001 when his father, Kern Alexander (right),
retired from the University after his seven-year presidency. The-elder Alexander will serve as interim president next semester.

Paducah commission permits Sunday alcohol sales
Melissa Kilcoyne
Editor in Chief
mkilcoyne@thenews.arg
A 45-minute ddve to Paducah can
soon satisfy the student desire to
buy alcoholic beverages on Sunday.
The Paducah City Commission
voted Tuesday to adopt an ordi·
nance allowing the sale of distilled
spirits, malt beverages and wine by
the drink between 1 and 10 p.m. Sunday in restaurants, according to a
press release from the city.
To sell alcoholic beverages on
Sundays. restaurants are required to
have more than 100 seats and receive
at least 50 percent of their gross
annual income from the sale of food.
When the ordinance is published
Saturday in The Paducah Sun, it will
become official law and take effect
beginning Sunday.
Tina Cook, general manager of
Nick's Family Sports Pub in Paduc·
ah, viewed the decision positively
and said the restaurant will begin
selling alcohol on Sundays immedi·
ately upon getting approval.
ult will help our Sunday sales,
especially when there's a game on,"
Cook said.
To gain approval, restaurants
must apply for a license, get
approval from the city manager. pay

Murray alumni J.P. Patton (left) and Jesse Douglas drink at
Nick's Family Sports Bar and Grill in Murray Wednesday night.
the licensing fees and mail the application to the state. A city license will
be issued when this is complete.
State annual fees are $500, and city
fees are $150. Restaurants must pay

these fees, in addition to, regular
liquor licensing fees, according to
the press release.
"We voted on it last time, but they
voted it down," Cook said. "It came

as a shock to us that they actually did
it."
Though Cook anticipates some to
voice opposition to the ordinance.
she expects all rcstaurnnts to follow
suit with selling alcohol on Sundays.
"I guarantee others will do the
same thing as us," Cook said. "It's
not like they'll be able to go anywhere and not find it sold."
David Wells, general manager of
Applebee's in Paducah_. also said the
decision was wise. He said Apple·
bee's will begin selling on Sunday
when licensing .Is obtained.
"We're all for it," Wells said. "I
don't see a downside. It gives people
an alternative, cspe<.'ially when you
have NFL football and Nascar on
Sunday. lt gives people an opportunity to just get out of the house nnd
have a good time."
With a lot of out-of-town traffic.
Wells said many visitor!> arc surprised they do nut currently sell
alcohol on Sundays. He expects the
new ordinance to increas<.• their
business. He said it should not
expect the after-church crowd
because it does not begin untill p.m.
Hopkinsville
and
Louisville
recently passed similar measures to
allow Sunday alcohol sales. Oak
Grove has a similar measure pending.

Rotoract members trick-or-treat for donations
Marianne Stonefteld
Staff Writer
mstanejield@thenews.org

Julie Lewis (left), junior from Dnunmonds, Tenn.,
and Erin Black, senior from Radcliff, use a Coinstar
machine to count the money coUectecl Monday.

Students who trick-or-treated in costumes Monday did
not want tricks or treats.
Murray State's Rotoract
Club participated in Trick-orTreat for UNICEF on 'Halloween, but instead of asking
Murray residents for candy,
they asked for UNICEF donations.
Julie Lewis, president of
Rotoract, said residents' reactions were positive and most
were willing to contribute

because they were familiar
with the 55-year-old campaign.
The program raised $552.89,
which exceeded Rotoract's
goal and is the most the group
has raised. said l.ewis, junior
from Drummonds, Tenn.
Lewis said she was pleased
with the participants from
other organizations, such as
Growing into Respected Out·
standing Women. Gamma
Sigma Sigma and the Honors
Program. Costumes included a
leprechaun, a cowboy and
"partly cloudy," she said.
"It
fun," she said. "Not
everyone dressed up, but

was

cnol:6h that you could tell we
were trick-or-treating."
Mitchum Owen, public relations director for Rotoract,
said the group has participated
in Trick-or-Treat for UNICEF
the past few Halloweens. He
said this year's program was
the most successful.
"It's now become a tradition," said Owen, senior from
Buchanan, Tenn. "We're definitely going to continue."
According to UNICEF's
Web site. donations to Trickor-Treat for UNICEF can be
made
online
at
www.
unicefusa.org. Part of the

money raised will aid the
youngest hurricane victims.
Last Halloween, trick-ortreaters acros:; the c0untry collected $5 million for UNICF.F's
programs, according lo the
Web site.
Rotoract has plans to raise
more money for UNICEF nnd
its relief efforts for the earth·
quake in South Asia on Oct. 8.,
Owen said.
Starting next week. Owen
said Rotor..tct will sell buckets
of gourmet popcorn for the
relief efforts. The profits also
will benefit the local commu·
nity. he said.
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•Police lieclt
Thursday, Oct. 27
9:38 a.m. A caller from the White

College parking lot reported a
vehicle leaking gasoline. Public
Safety advised the owner to move
and repair the vehicle. Central
Plant grounds crew cleaned up the
the spill.
11:15 a.m. An officer at Elizabeth
College checked on a subject who
has been sitting in the area for a
while. The subject was waiting on
a student to come out of the residential college.
7:19 p .m. An individual who ran
away from home came to Public
Safety. The subject advised that he
lives off campus. and Public Safety
notified the Murray Poli<'e Department.
7:53 p.m. A caller informed l'ublic
Safety of vandalism that occurred
at a fraternity house off campus. A
report was taken.
8:48p.m. A faculty member at the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
reported juveniles on the second
floor balcony. The caller asked the
subjects to leave, but they refused.
Upon officer arrival, the subjects
were putting up a banner which
the officer later removed.

Friday, Oct. 28
Misty Hays/The Ne\\5

Lindsey Phipps (right), junior from Drakesboro, tries to recruit Krysti·
na Eubanks, sophomore from Eldorado, Dl., for non-profit organizations Thursday afternoon as p art of'Free Dunker.'

Women writers conference
holds essay competition
The Women Writers Conference is
hosting the Prize for Creative Nonfiction,
a national essay competition.
The prize judge is Sarah Vowell. bestselling author of "The Partly Cloud Patriot."
Submissions may include one essay of
no more than 2.500 words and must be
postmarked by Nov.ll.
The winner will receive $500 and a trip
to the 27th annual Women Writes Conference April 20-23.
Full entry details can be fourid at
www.thewomenwritersconference.org.

Campus organizations host
After-Dark night of games
After-Dark, a program featuring scribes
and vibes, Dance Dance Revolution, a
board game room, a jukebox room, Texas

Hold 'em poker, Halo and Madden video
games, make your own photo frame,
Putt- Putt Golf and a love calculator. will
be held from 9 p.m. to I a.m. Friday in the
Curris Center.
Student Affairs, Food Services. Greek
Affairs, Hart College, Housing, Marvin D.
Mills Multicultural Center, Residential
College Association, Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc., Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity,
Inc., International Student Office and the
Student Government Association are
sponsoring the event.

2:41a.m. A caller from Richmond
College reported individuals behind
the building talking too loudly and
beating on the side of the building.
The subjcclc; were gone upon officer arrival.
3:10a.m. An officer in the Residential College Circle issued a verbal
warning for careless .driving and a
citation for possession of alcohol by
a minor to Ira I. Kohlliaas, freshman
from Cadi:r*
5:06 p.m. A caller from Oakhurst
reported the president had been
locked out of the campus computer
network. Central Plant was notified.
5:08 p .m. A caller from Hart College reported the resident of Room
214 had broken the large window in
the room.
10:33 p.m. A caller from Roy Stewart Stadium reported his car was
locked inside the stadium. An officer opened the gate

Saturday, Oct. 29
jacqueline jordan, assistant news editor
compiles Campus Briefly. If you would like
to submit information for Campus Briefly,
phone 762-4480.

6:01 p.m. A caller from Richmond
College reported broken glass in
the breezeway. Central Plant was
notified.

9:30 p.m. A caller from Roy Stewart Stadium reported the light
above a call box is not working.
Central Plant was notified.

Sunday, Oct. 30
12:40 a.m. An individual at Public

Safety requested to speak with an
officer concerning a theft which
occurred off campus.
1:33 a.m. An officer at the Miller
Street parking lot reported two
subjects needed transportation
home. Briz's Cab Company was
advised.
9:31 a.m. The residence director of
Springer College reported drug
paraphcnilia in the college lounge.
A report was taken.
12:37 p.m. An individual flagged
down an officer at Springer College
to report a stolen vehicle. The vehi·
clc was found on the other side of
the lot.
6:41 p .m . A University faculty
member reported his spouse had
been on campus over the weekend
and had lost a set of keys.
6:56 p.m. Public Safety received a
distress call from an elevator in the
Oakley Applied Science building,
but no one was talking. An officer
advised there was no one on the
elevator and it seemed to be work·
ing properly.
7:48 p.m. A caller from Hart College reported his bike had been
stolen from the bike rack at
Winslow Dining Hall. A theft
report for items valued under $300
was taken.

Monday, Oct. 31
10:35 a.m. An officer in the Curris
Center parking lot arrested Kenneth G. Ivery, non- student, on a
Murray State warrant.
8:58 p.m. Racer Patrol reported a
fight at Main and Sixteenth Streets.
Two subjects had another subject
pinned down. Murray Police
Department responded and told the
subjects to go home and not be
back out that night.
1
0:09 p.m. Racer Patrol reported a
car alarm sounding in the Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot. The
vehicle appeared normal, and the
owner's roommate said the owner
had been advised.

Tuesday, Nov. 1
10!06 a.DL All officer In College

Courts reported a stray black
labrador retriever in the area. Ani·

mal Control was notified.
11:02 a.m. A caller from the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center reported a
student having a seizure. Emergency Medical Services was notified. but the subject refused trans·
portation.
11:13 a.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported a stolen bicycle. A
friend had the bike and the owner
found it at 12:20 p.m.
1G-.47 p.m. A security guard at Hart
College reported the smell of hot
rubber on the seventh floor. Officers checked the floor but found no
odor.

Wednesday, Nov. 2
1:38 a.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported a vehicle being
moved without the owner's permission.
4:50 a.m. A caller from Hart College reported a wall burned on the
second floor. Public Safety noti·
fled the Murray Fire Department
and the state Fire Marshal.
10:08 a.m. A caller from Facilities
Management repor ted a damaged
parking zone sign. Public Safety
told Facilities Management to
repair the sign.
7:48 p .m. A caller requested an
officer check on her daughter. The
daughter was in a night class and
spoke with her mother.
7:52 p.m. Racer Patrol requested
an officer check on an individual
by the MSU shrubs in the Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot. The
subject had lost the security guard
he was with. An officer gave him
directions.
8:21 p.m. A caller from Faculty
Hall r~portcd the smell of something hot in the building. All officers were busy, but Central Plant
advised it would check on the
smell. There was no smell found in
the area.

Motorist assists - 3
Racer escorts - 8
Arrests - 1

Jacqueline Jordan, assistant news
editor, compiles Police Beat with
materialS provided by Public Safety. :All dispatched calls art not lfsted. For a complete listing, visit
www.thenews.org.
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University community debates merits of former president
From Pagel
haps the best choice right
now," Travis said.
However, the announcement
prompted conflicting responses from the administration, faculty and staff, who remembers
a mixed legacy from Kern
Alexander's 1994 to 2001
administration.
Winfield Rose. professor of
government, law and international affairs, said the board
should not have chosen
Alexander as interim without
input from the University community and Faculty Regent
Terry Strieter, who was out-ofstate during the meeting.
Rose, who started teaching
at Murray State in 1979, also
said he spoke with several people after the vote and found no
one who supported the decision.
"I actually sent an e-mail to a
former student who no longer
lives in the area, and he said,
'You can't be serious,'" Rose
said. "I said, 'Yes, I am serious.
Theydid.'"
·
He also disagreed with people who said King and Kern
Alexander share similar characteristics.
"They are ~cry different
people," Rose said. "King is
much more pleasant to work
with, and I'd much rather have

"There was an initial shock, and then, after
some time and explanation, I think there will be
a bit of understanding. "
Ed Thome
Faculty Senate President
King than Kern."
But Tim Todd, associate
provost, said Kern Alexander's
appointment was a good decision for the University.
"I think the board made a
wise choice, especially with
the legislative session coming
up," Todd said. "He's the advocate we need in Frankfort.
"There is no doubt in my
mind that Murray State will
benefit because of this board's
decision."
Todd, who worked closely
with the Alexanders in the
provost's office, said father and
son do share a similar work
ethic and higher education
philosophies.
"I think they have both done
well as presidents at this University," Todd said. "I think
that if someone has the focus
of Murray State in their minds,
I think it would be hard to say
this was a bad decision."
Todd said the campus environment and faculty and staff
satisfaction improved under
the Alexanders and the stu-

dents also benefited under
both presidents.
"When both of these presidents have shown Murray
State is their focus, how can
you go wrong? You can't,"
Todd said. "I think King
Alexander has been absolutely
great for Murray State, and 1
am going to miss him. But 1 feel
blessed to be able to work with
Kern Alexander again."
Ed Thome, Faculty Senate
president, said he received
numerous e-mails Monday
when faculty learned about
Kern Alexander's appointment.
"There was an initial shock,
and then, after some time and
explanation. I thil'\k there will
be a bit of understanding,"
Thome said.
He said the hesitancy among
some of the faculty may stems
from tensions between Kern
Alexander and professors during part of his administration.
"In the last two-thirds of
Kern's term as president here,
the relationship with him was

rocky," Thome said.
Terry Strieter said a professor suggested last week that
Kern Alexander would be the
interim, but he dismissed the
idea - until Don Sparks called
him Sunday night.
"I was very surprised," Strieter said. "You might just call
me dumfounded."
However, Strieter said since
the board voted to bring Kern
Alexander back to the University to help in the transition to
a new president, the faculty
must move forward.
But some faculty remember
the "dark days" of Kern
Alexander's presidency when
some professors formed a
union that "opposed the presence" of the elder Alexander,
Strieter said.
"It had reached a bad level,
and I sure would hate to sec
those times come back," Strieter said.
He said the faculty should
give. Kern Alexander a chance
to show them and the University community what he can do
as interim.
"This is not a slap In the face
of the faculty," Strieter said.
"I've talked to members of the
board, and they think they are
doing the right thing.''
Todd Earwood, Student
Government Association president from 1997-1999, said the

University community should
welcome Kern Alexander back
to campus.
"We are by all means in good
hands, and since it's a short
term thing, it's a perfect fit,"
Earwood said.
But he said students will
have to adjust a little during
the interim period because
Kern Alexander, while student-oriented, is Jess visible
than his son.
"1 think his approach was
different." Earwood said. "He
really led this growth spurt
Murray State has seen, and that
spike started when Dr. Kern
Alexander started implementing changes.
"His focus at first was so
directed toward building up
the infrastructure, which wasn't running as smooth to let
him be out on campus like rve
heard Dr. King Alexander is."
He said instead of bringing
up the past, the University
should focus more on the
upcoming legislative session
and how effective Kern
Alexander could be in getting
funding for Murray State.
"You couldn't have a better
person going to bat for you,''
Earwood said. "He knows the
exact role ... He'll keep things
running smoothly, and that is a
huge advantage.''
The board also approved a

Co~eCurris

1973-1983

Harry Sparks
19~1973

Ralph Woods
1945-1968
James Richmond
~1945

Rainey T. Wells
1926-1932
JobJ\Catl'

1923-1926

ind·l933--1936
motion to begin advertising for
a search firm that will assist
the University and the regents
while looking at prospective
candidates.

Alexanders talk about Murray State, new job at CSU Long Beach
interim Sunday night. King Alexander
said he knows he will leave Murray
vchUders@thenews.org
State in capable hands for the spring
semester and the pending presidential
University President F. King search.
Kern Alexander will take office the
Alexander plans to split his time
between California State University day after King Alexander resigns.
"The board wanted a degree of staat Long Beach and Murray State for
the next several weeks until he offi- bility with the upcoming legislative
session, which is one of the concerns
cially resigns.
Alexander said he will visit CSU with having a president leave before
Long Beach every few weeks until he · then,'' King Alexander said. "(Kern
assumes the presidency to tinallze his Alexander) knows Frankfort, and they
employment terms and to meet with know him. He has been a part of Kentucky higher education policy for
faculty, staff and students.
"I just want to make sure every- years. That is a considerable
thing is intact when the second strength.''
He said the board still hopes to have
semester starts," Alexander said. "1
need to meet with people on campus his replacement in office by July l,
to learn the ~niversjty's · ~l.llture and ~006. when the_new fiscal year begins.
While some controversy surrounds
history."
•
However, since the Board of Kern Alexander's appointment. King
Regents appointed Kern Alexander as Alexander said the University com-

Vanessa Childers

Managing Editor

munity should not worry.
"He's doing this because he loves
Murray State," Alexander said. "He's
helped build it to what it is today and
doesn't want it to slip in any way. He
put a big part of his life at Murray
State, and he wants to do this so the
University wouldn't lose any momentum as we look to hire a new president.''
As King Alexander prepares to
move to California, Kern Alexander,
who teaches at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, has mixed
emotions about returning to the University as interim when his son leaves.
"I understand why he took the presidency at a school like the big, outstanding California State, but l have
an added emotion." Kern Alexander
said. "I really don't want my granddaughters moving that far away from
mP.."

Kern Alexander's father, Samuel
However, he worries a little about
Alexander, taught at the University, not being able to fill the shoes of his
too, and Alexander and his wife, Eliz- predecessor - his son.
abeth, still visit the community often
"I can't play basketball," Alexander
to attend sporting events and to visit said. "I know the students have
their family - King Alexander and worked particularly close with him ...
granddaughters Savannah and Madi- and he really cherishes the memories
son.
and work he has done with them
"I come to Murray frequently to see throughout his four years there.''
my granddaughters play soccer on
Alexander plans to take a leave of
Saturday mornings sometimes." absence from his professorship at
Alexander said. "I have never cut my Uofl, and he and his wife will live in
ties, and I never plan to. I love Mur- Oakhurst during the interim period.
ray, and I love Murray State.''
"1 think Murray State has achieved
Don Sparks, chairman of the Board outstanding successes in the last four
of Regents, called Alexander to ask years," Alexander said. "It has
him about serving as interim, and tremendous momentum, and I want to
Alexander said he was happy about help keep that momentum going.''
returning to Murray.
Alexander said he did not know
"I was pleased that somebody • much about how the University was
would want me to come back for a lit- reacting to his appointment but is
tle bit, for a little while," Alexander willing to work with faculty, staff and
said.
students if issues arise.
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OPINION
HERE DAOOY. I

HOPE IT STILL
FIT 5o

Do you agree
with restaurants selling
alcohol on Sundays?
"I think the new
alcohol sale times
will generate
more revenue for
Paducah."
Hannah T urner
Junior, Knoltsv/1/s

"Sunday is the
Lord's Day. It
should not include
drinking and selling alcohol."
Kyle Owens
Ssnior, FlomBIOII, Ala.

usunday is a day
for family functions, and they
may not want to
eat at a restaurant
with other people
drinking."
Justin Mason
sOphonlofe, Hsndsrr;on

"Sunday is a day
for relaxation and
not made for people ro drink. This
is also the Lord's
Day, so I think
this is a bad
idea."
Dustin Blue
freshman. Madisonville

Andrea Chapman/The News

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: the news@ murraystate.edu
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verslty community's source for Information.
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fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and
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The Murray State News Is a designated public forum. Student editors have authority to
make all content decisions Without censorship
or advance approval. The paper offers a
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Nepotistn reigns supretne
•

Board acts With haste
in naming interim

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News. The editorial board is composed of all
section editors.
Nepotism and rushed decisions seem to be a way of life at
Murray State when it comes to
choosing University presidents.
The office went from father to
son, and the office will pass back
temporarily to the father.
The Board of Regents acted
hastily in its decision to appoint
Kern Alexander, who served as
Murray State president from
1994 to 2001, as interim when
University President F. King
Alexander leaves to take the
presidency at California State
University at Long Beach.
The board reached the decision Sunday, which was only
three days after officially hearing King Alexander would leave.
It also made the decision without Faculty Regent Terry Strieter. Every member present
voted to bring Kern Alexander
back to campus.
At Tuesday's Faculty Senate
meeting, Strieter said he arrived
back in Murray at 8:30 p.m. Sunday, which was fewer than three
hours after the regents made the
decision.
Winfield Rose, finance chair
for the senate, said the board
acted with undue and unseemly
haste and should have waited
for Strieter's presence.
"It is absolutely outrageous
that this decision was made
without the presence and participation of the faculty regent,"
Rose said at the meeting. "I
resent the fact that meeting was
held without (the regent's) presence and participation."

Student: MSU to lose
one of top presidents
I saw the Murray Ledger &
Times, and my jaw dropped King Alexander leaving! Just a
week or two ago when they
announced in that paper he was
being interviewed for the position in California, I got a bad
feeling.
However. in the articles
Alexander stressed how much
he loved Murray and his daugh·

At Sunday s special session,
members went into an executive
meeting. After about 40 minutes
of discussion, they returned to
full session and voted to appoint
Kern Alexander as interim president.
What kind of true and open
conversation
could
have
occurred in only 40 minutes? It
seems completely unwise to
reach such an important decis ion without more discourse.
Yes, it's important to get the
wheels moving as soon as possible, but moving efficiently
should not trump using good
judgment and taking time to
fully discuss. The board could at
the very least have waited for
every member to be present
instead of acting without a faculty representative to voice those
important concer ns.
However, the board did not
take time to consult others. It
did not even allow enough time
for true and substantial debate
among the regents.
Strieter said he advocated for
Provost Gary Brockway to serve
as interim president in conver·
sations with board members
before the special session. But,
Strieter said he was the only
member of the board who
voiced a real opposition to Kern
Alexander in the phone conversations. Stricter voiced concerns
about Alexander's previous faculty relations.
Board member Vickie Travis
said Kern Alexander was the
only name seriously considered
in the session Sunday. She said
Chairman Don Sparks had spoken with Kern Alexander previously but did not directly speak
with other choices.

ters did as well. So, I was
relieved. I guess I am taking this
all a bit personally.
I have never met King face-to·
face, but his presence is known
throughout campus among the
student body.
I always admired him for that.
I had the feeling that if I was
stranded on the side of the road
and King drove by, he would
probably stop and help me with
a smile on his face.
Murray State is losing one of

"After a lot of discussion, it
did seem to be not only the only
choice but perhaps the best
choice right now," Travis said.
The board acted with nepotism, which means showing
favoritism to relatives, especially in appointment positions. Did
the board simply forget about
our abundance of qualified vice
presidents?
In King Alexander's address,
he emphasized how the University would move forward in his
absence. He also said many qualified individuals remain at Murray State in high positions.
'We have the best vice prcsi'dents and the best directors the best team of people keeping
the wheels greased and keeping
things running," Alexander said.
Despite this announcement
and with the president's pres·
ence in the executive session,
the board decided to name
someone currently teaching at
the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign to this
important post.
With this act, the board overlooked the hard work of vice
presidents and others at Murray
State to appoint a person who
retired from the University four
years ago.
What about Tom Denton, vice
president of Finance and
Administrative Services; Jimmy
Carter, vice president of Institutional
Advancement;
Don
Robertson, vice president of
Student Affairs; or Provost Gary
Brockway?
These are the people, among
others, who King Alexander
commended for their hard work
and dedication in his address to
the 'Qoard. Yet, they still decided
to overstep all of these qualified
people to appoint his father.
The undue haste, combined
with the nepotism implications,
make the University officials
look less professional and may

the best presidents it has ever
had. I've been here for six years,
so I know what I'm talking
about.
I can only hope and pray that
they find someone who meets
the caliber King Alexander has.

Jennifer Rister
senior
Murray

damage Murray State's reputation.
At the same special session,
the board outlined a basic procedure for choosing a new president. Hopefully, the board can
now use deliberation and debate
before ' rushing into naming a
permanent president.
The board's goal is to find a
replacement to take office by
fuly I, 2006, who can visit campus before most students and
faculty leave for summer break.
Though it sounds great to
move with expediency, the
board should not sacrifice quality debate for quick resolution. It
is vital to choose a permanent
president sooner rathe r than
later, but finding the right person is most important.
The ideal would certainly be
to find the perfect fit before the
next school year begins. However, the board members should
understand their responsibility.
Whoever secedes to this position will have a great effect on
this University's future.
Murray State has come a long
way in the last four years. It has
gained national recognition and
initiated many building projects.
No one can dispute the progress
Murray State has made.
For this reason, it is important
the University move forward.
To truly do this, Murray State
needs a new and fresh president
who will bring innovation to the
school as King Alexander tried
to do in his four years.
Focusing on the future of this
University is key fo r everyone faculty, staff, students, administrators and the community. People nationally respect Murray
State's reputation, which has
improved in recent years.
However. if the board continues to look back instead of forward and make hasty decisions,
the reputation may fade into
oblivion.

. The Murray State News

Woman's right
to choose
abortion goes
too far
I am a man who has never had to deal
with this issue in my life. However, for
most of my life, I have been for the
woman's right to choose. Now, as I
have grown older and more experienced in women's issues, I have
changed my mind and am now completely against abortion of any type or
time frame.
For example, over the past couple of
years, I had decided that I would be
against abortion past the ilrst trimester
of pregnancy. I did
believe that during
the ft.rst trimester,
the fetus was nothing more than a
lump of organisms.
atoms, molecules,
tissues, etc.
Then, this summer, a very close
friend of mine
became pregnant.
For the first time in
my life, I was
friends
with a
pregnant woman.
About a month into
her pregnancy, she
received a gift from
James
another
friend
Wiles
explaining
the
"EVERY PARENT cycle a fetus went
during
WOULD GLADLY through
DIE FOR THEIR pregnancy.
According to this
10 YEAR OLD book,
a one-monthCHILD, SO WHY old fetus has stubWOULD A
by arms and legs, a
WOMAN NOT
nominally develDIE FOR HER
oped bead and
brain tissue and,
BABY TO BE
essentially,
the
BORN? ••. A
look of a baby.
WOMAN
This started to
SHOULD NOT
change my mind
about when a life
HAVE THE
becomes a life. I
started to realize
LEGAL RIGHT
TO CHOOSE TO that even at one
month past fertilMURDER AN
ization, a fetus was
INNOCENT
already becoming a
FETUS, EVEN IF baby. When my
IT CAUSES HER friend
reached
three months into
DEATH."
her pregnancy, she
had a picture of the fetus taken, and it
amazed me how much the fetus was
like a living baby.
The fetus moved around, started to
grow fingers and toes and had clearly
formed eyes and a mouth. This is when
I decided that I was against abortion. I
now believe conception is the time life
begins.
As far as a woman's legal right to
choose, I have to disagree with the Roe
v. Wade decision of the U.S. Supreme
Court in 1972.
The court decision allows women to
choose abortion, but parameters on
when to do so are set in the case and
specified in subsequent legislation.
Though there have been attempts to
overturn the controversial legislation,
it .s till stands as the precedent today.
What does the legal right to choose
entail? Does it include the right to
choose to murder a baby if the baby
inconveniences the mother? Or docs it
allow the mother to choose if she might
die if she carries to full term?
Obviously, I have no problem saying
the first question is a no-brainer. Today
women have the option of adoption
centers and foster homes, if they
believe the baby will burden the mother too much.
However, the second question is a
moral judgment. I believe if a woman
has a likely chance of dying if she carries the baby full term, then she should
die for her baby to survive.
Every parent would die for their 10
year old child, so why would a woman
not die for her baby to be born? I think
this whole idea of a woman's right to
choose has gone too far.
A woman should not have the legal
right to choose to murder an innocent,
unborn fetus, even if its birth causes
her immediate death.
Any woman would be proud to die
for her baby. After all, men and women
alike die for their country during war.
A more rightful death would be the
dying of a woman to allow her baby to
survive.
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Opinion

Sometimes opinions are best kept quiet
In My

Opinion

Jacqueline
Jordan
"SHOVING
OPINIONS
DOWN PEOPLES
THROATS NOT
ONLY MAKES US
WANT TO
CHOKE, BUT IT
ALSO MAKES US
WANT TO
CHOKE YOU."

I've always prided myself
on being a friendly person. I
can usually get along with
anyone, and I attribute that to
the fact I avoid confrontation
like the plague.
I'm a people plcaser,
regardless of bow miserable it
makes me. But recently,
something snapped, and I
realized the one thing that can
tum my happy-go-lucky personality into a stand-offish
one: overly opinionated people.
You've seen them. They're
the Kathy Lees of the world,
protesting child labor while
wearing shoes that were likely
made in an lndonesian sweatshop. You start to tell a joke
about a guy in a bar and they
jump down your throat
because their cousin's stepdad's uncle's brother-in-law
used to be an alcoholic.
They somehow manage to
have been emotionally affected by everything - even if it
doesn't directly concern them
- and they crusade for every
cause under the sun.
Don't get me wrong. everyone should have convictions
and beliefs, and I'm not saying

everyone who has ever voiced
their opinion should be
silenced. It's the extremists I
don't understand. Everyone
has the right to an opinion,
but no one h;.~s the right to
make others feel like their
opinions are ridiculous or
naive.
I'm not a passive person.
There arc many causes that I
feel very strongly about, and
will stand up for if need be.
But I think there is a time and
place. Personally, I don't feel
the need to tell everyone how
I feel about everything all the
time. I can feel strongly about
something and not feel compelled to tell you how right I
am and how incredibly wrong
you are.
Not only will acting like
your opinion is the be-aU,
end-all of opinions annoy
most people. it dcfmitely will
not make people agree with
you.
For example, imagine I like
some type of food you've
never tried. I am completely
convinced that you would
love it, but you arc utterly
opposed to trying it. lf I
shoved that food in your

mouth, how would you react?
More than likely, you're
reaction would not be a pleasant one, and you'd probably
spit the food out. But if I can
somehow coax you into trying
the dish, and you try it
through your own free will,
you might possibly find it as
great as I do. You might even
want to share it with others.
What I really don't understand is when opinioned people are proven wrong, but still
won't back down.
You've seen the students
who will argue with professors just for argument's sake.
The professor can have a doctorate, be well-versed in a million topics and have articles
published in scholarly journals, but the freshman who
thinks he knows it all will
argue relentlessly.
More than likely, the professor proved him wrong in
the first ilve minutes of the
discussion, but I guarantee the
student can keep ranting long
enough to waste an entire
class period.
Being wrong isn't the end of
the world. but to assure that
you're not. make sure you

have facts to back up your
opinion before you let it fly in
front of a classroom full of
people who will, in return,
think you're an obnoxious
idiot for the rest of the semester.
You can rant and rave about
something until you arc blue
in the face, but until you present me with reasons and
facts I'm golng to block you
out. You could even be (gasp)
correct in your beliefs, but no
one is going to listen to you
unless you can calmly discuss
your views.
Some advice for the overly
opinionated, quit making
other people feel like their
opinions arc preposterous,
and they might actually take a
second to sec your side of
things. Shoving op1mons
down people's throats not
only makes us want to choke,
but it also makes us want to
choke you. The overly opinionated shouldn't be offended
by this idea. After all, it's just
my opinion.
Jacqueline jordan is the as.o;istant news editor for The Murray St.1tc New.s.

Parking officials distribute too many yellow tags
In My

Opinion

Lauren
Smith
"I HAVE ACTUALLY SEEN CARS
CIRCLING THE
PARKING LOTS
OUTSIDE OF
THE RESIDENCE

HALLS FOR
HOURS ON END,
LOST,
AIMLESSLY
SEARCHING."

]ames Wiles is a senior finance major
from Calvert City.
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Students search
for spaces
When I went to pick row spots. and after a
up my parking pass the few short steps up to
first week of school the residential college,
and was handed a yel- collapsing peacefully
low pass, I might as in my room, happy and
well have been handed fulfilled.
a bar of gold. (Imagine
I was an idiot. com·
the chorus from Char- plctely blind and naive
lie and the Chocolate Ito the harsh reality of
Factory - which comes the situation.
Let me enlighten you
out on DVD Tuesdaychiming in to sing, "I fortunate ones - the
got a golden ticket.")
stadium parkers.
Immediately, I was
Imagine having your
on the phone with my broken finger slammed
roommate, who had in a car door by an
the unfortunate twist angry pro wrestler who
of luck of being likes to see people in
assigned a blue pass, pain. This is merely the
proclaiming a tri- tip of the iceberg that
umphant, "I GOT is the complete and
ONEI"
utter unbearable frusLife was good.
tration of yellow park·
I, by some miracle of ing.
God, had been spared!
I have actually seen
l, somehow dodged the cars circling the parkcurse of stadium park- ing lots outside of the
residence halls for
ing!
I envisioned myself hours on end, lost, aimpulling into a com- lessly searching, hoppletely empty parking ing for the blissful
lot at the end of a long, moment when sometrying day, taking my one will pull out and
pick of the best front they can speed into the

coveted spot, able to
rest peacefully knowing their vehicle is safe
from a ticket, for that
night, at least.
Who
does
one
blame, in situations
like this? How about
the person who decided to pass out yellow
parking passes like
they were free cai•dy?
A solution you might
ask. Well, let me
enlighten you.
I, and yes I am
important,
suggest
those silly parking
spots next to housing
behind Elizabeth and
those extraneous spots
for Fast Track - mind
you no one drives to
Fast Track - should be
converted to yellow
parking spots.
Also, don't disperse

more passes than are
spots to park. Seriously, what else is being
accomplished
other
than angry students
who can't get to their
residential colleges in a
timely manner because
they spend hours in the
parking lot circling?
In all reality, all this
is doing is making bad
students who can't get
their homework donc.l
promise you that next
time I don't get my
homework done, I will
be telling my teacher
this. And in the event
this "excuse" is not
accepted, I will talk to
the powers involved.
One more thing: do
we really need all the
trees? Just think how
many parking spots
could be made if they

were cut down. As an
added bonus, we could
sell the trees to a paper
company and have
more paper made for
all those Christ Ambassador handouts that are
just thrown away anyway and the sale would
benefit the school.
(Note to CAs: I have
nothing against you sorry if this offends.
It's all in good fun.)
Though I know this
proposal is kind of out
there in the realm of
reality,
something
needs to be done to
remedy this situation.

I.auren Smith is a junior
art
major
from
Louisville.
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Officials plan
switch to new
809 exchange

New virus causes heightened security
Emily Wuchner
Staff Writer
('Wuchner@thenews.org
Murray State uses various methods of preventing and limiting the
spread of computer worms and
viruses.
Because of these preventative
measures. a new, rapidly spreading
worm has not yet affected the University's operations.
In August, the computer worm
shut down many computers
throughout the United States, Germany and Asia. Some of the companies the virus affected include CNN,
ABC, The New York Times and
Capitol Hill.
According to CNN.com, the
worm affects Windows 2000 and
some versions of Microsoft XP.
Microsoft offers a downloadable
patch on the security home page to
decrease the spread of the virus.
Experts told CNN the worm
enters the system through a laptop
connected to unsecured networks.
Improved fircwalls and faster
patches have limited the spread of
the worm.
Tommy Phillips, University Local
Area Network manager. said a
worm is a type of virus that spreads
on its own. He said viruses are
always a problem, and it is not possible to protect a computer 100 percent of the time.
Andy Batts. assistant professor of

" If the worm finds a computer that is unprotected, it
loads itself on that computer and then uses that computer as a host to search for other unprotected computers.''
'
Andy Batts

Assistant Professor of Computer Science
computer science and technology
coordinator for the College of Business and Public Affairs, said computer viruses arc similar to viruses
like the flu.
"If the wonn finds a computer
that is unprotected, it loads itself on
that computer and then uses that
computer as a host to search for
other unprotected computers," he
said.
Worms and viruses are destructive and can cause computer damage to programs, Batts said.
Murray State has a firewall
installed between the University
and other networks to further protect it, Batts said.
The University also has virus
checking software and spybot,
which removes spyware, on computers.
About two years ago, Murray
State had its worst virus experience
with the Nachi Virus. Batts said an
infected laptop may have caused the
virus, which resulted in the network
being down for about 20 minutes.
He said locating computer viruses
generally takes only seconds. but

installing the software to find and
destroy it takes a substantial
amount of time.
"A great deal of what goes on is
really transparent to the user," Batts
said. "The number of hours it took
to contain the virus was about 30 to
40 man hours for the one day period."
Tommy Phillips said students
should make sure Windows automatically updates their computers
regularly to increase protection. He
also suggested everyone have an
up-to-date anti-virus program
installed on their computers.
"As long as they have their computer configured to patch their sys·
terns and also up-to·date and current anti-virus software, they'll be
protected 99 percent of the time,"
he said.
Andy Batts said it costs billions of
dollars to find and defeat these
viruses. Students should keep their
machine patches and anti-viral software up-to date.
Jacob Hein. senior from Henderson, bought Norton Anti-Virus for
his computer.

New computer worm
• Affects Windows 2000 and
some versions of Microsoft
XP
• Enters system through a lap"top connected to unsecured
networks

·• Tl;te virus loads itself on to
unprotected computers and
uses it to search for others
• Shut down many computers '
throughout the United States,
Germany and Asia
• Virus software and Win·
dows updates increase protection

Source: CNN.com

"It'll identify spreading threats,"
ficin said. "It also updates itself
every two weeks."
Hein said the software was
expensive and it takes up a lot of
space on his computer, but the protection is worth thl~ money.
"It won't protect you from everything. but it will protect you from
most of them."
Payton Pennington. sophomore
from Hopkinsville, said he has not
purchased any anti-virus software
because of the exorbitant costs.
Said Pennington: "The smartest
thing to do is to not open an e-mail
from someone you don't know."

Staff Report
In a little more than four months,
University p hone numbers w ill be
undergoing some changes.
In March 2006, Murray State w ill
begin to switch all phone numbers in
the 762 exchange to new phone num·
bers beginning with 809, according to a
press release.
Because of the increased usage and
expected expansion in telephone service on campus. the number of possible
phone n umber s using the 762 prefix has
nearly been reached, and the Univer sity
will have to make necessary changes.
Mandatory use of the prefix: will
begin June 1, 2006, but no changes will
be made to the last four digits of campus pho ne numbers.
During the transitio n period between
March 1 and May 31, either prefuc will
work. After June I, a recording will
direct people to d ial the 809 number.
The University plans next week to
release the address of an informational
Web site to answer concerns.
T here will also be several o n-campus
question a nd answer sessions during
December and January.
No one at Info rmat ion Systems commented by press time.

·Thousands gather in Detroit to celebrate the memory of Rosa Parks
(AP) DETROIT - A church packed
with 4,000 mourners celebrated the
life of Rosa Parks Wednesday in an
impassioned, song·filled funeral, Y.ith a
crowd of notables giving thanks for the
humble woman whose dignity and
def~ance helped transform a nation.
"Tht: woman we honored today held
no public office, she wasn't a wealthy
woman, didn't appear in the society
pages," said Sen. B;u-ack Obama. D-lll.
"And yet when the history of this country is written, it is this small. quiet
woman whose name will he remembered long after the names of senators
and presidents have been forgotten."
The funeral. which stretched four
hours past its three-hour scheduled
time, followed a week of rcmem•hrnnccs~ Parks' coffin was brought
1
fn\m Detroit, where she died Oct. 24;
to Montgomery, Ala., where she
sparked the civil rights movement 50

years ago by refusing to give her bus
seat to a white man: to Washington,
where she became the first woman to
lie in honor in the Capitol Rotunda.
Those in the audience held hands
and sang the civil rights anthem "We
Shall Overcome" as family members
filed past her casket before it was
closed in the funeral's first hour.
"Mother Parks. take your rest. You
have certainly earned it," said Bishop
Charlc:; Ellis Ill of Greater Grace Temple, who led the service.
Speakers described Parks, who died
at 92, as both a warrior and a woman of
peace ·who never stopped working
toward a future of racial equality.
"The world knows of Rosa Parks
because of a single, simple act of dignity and courage that struck a lethal blow
to the foundations of legal bigotry,"
said former President Clinton, who
presented Parks with the Presidential

Medal of Freedom in 1996.
Phllip Robert Cousin, a senior bish-.
op of the AME Church. eulogized that
Parks was "a diamond that had been
polished in the hands of God. She
formed the rock on which we now
stand,"
Detroit Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick.
not yet born when Parks tO\lk her
famous stand, was one of many who
attributed their success to the doortParks opened.
"Thank you for sacrificing fur us," he
said. "Thank you for praying when we
were too cool and too cute to pray for
ourselves. Thank you for allowing us
to step on your mighty shoulders."
Singcrs included Aretha Franklin
and mezzo-soprano Brenda Jackson,
who sang a soarin~ version of the
Lord's Prayer.
•
Members of Congress and national
civil rights leaders filled the pews. los

Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa
spoke, as did former presidential candidate John Kerry, Ford Motor Co.
Chairman and CEO Bill Ford and U.S.
Sen. Hillary Clinton. D-N.Y.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson called for a
White House conference on civil
rights. and likened Parks to an eagle.
"You allowed the rebirth of hope,"
he said. "You gave us confident protection. You ~howcd us how to fly."
Long before the funeral, the line to
get one of the 2,000 available public
seats at the church extended for
blocks.
Tammi Swanigan waited for hours
without getting a ~~at, but the 28-yearold Detroit resident wasn't complaining.
"J think just being here. it was really
nke to St•e all the people come out to
pay their respects," she said.
Parks was a 42·year-old tailor's assis-

tant at a Montgomery department
store in December 1955 when she was
arrested for refusing to give up her seat
to a white man on a city bus. Her act
triggered a 381-day boycott of the bus
system led by the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr.
Parks and her husband, Raymond.
moved to Detroit in 1957, after they lost
their jobs and faced harassment and
death threats in Montgomery.
After the funeral, Parks' casket was
put on an antique, gold-trimmed,
horse-drawn carriage for the sevenmile procession to the cemetery. But
because of the late hour, the casket was
removed from the carriage about a
block into the trip and placed in a
white antique hearse for the rest of the
journey.
Parks' body was to be entombed in a
mausoleum along with those 'of her
husband and mother.

RACER BASKEBALL
MSU WOMEN

vs.
BLUE CHIP ALL-STARS
TODAY

7:30 p.m.
at the Regional • Special
Events Center
Murray State

MSU MEN

Idol Finalists

vs.

Two Murray State Idol finalists will vie for:
• $500 tuition scholarship
• $250 tuitio n scholarship

BELLARMINE
THIS SATURDAY

7:30 p.m.
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• Two hours in a professional recording ,
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Murray State
University Wind

at the Regional Special
Events Center

Ensemble
De nnis L. Johnson,
Conductor
Special appearance in
CNt~~ie Haii,April 2005

.,

Ticket Prices: • General Admission: $15
• MSU Students with 10/Children Under 12: $6
-'
~~~
• Special rates available for groups of 15 or more
''f
Advance tickets available: • MSU Ticketron
• MSU Music O ffice, 504 Price Doyle Fine Arts, 270-762-4288
• Murray-Calloway Co. Chamber of Commerce, 270-753-5171
All proceeds
benefit Instrume ntal scholarships
at Murray State University
Murrrry Stote Uni>"eruty is on equol educot~on ond employmetlt opport!Jtlldes M!FfD, M employer
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Dean plans to retire, positions available
Rockelle Gray
Staff Writer
rgray@thenews.org

Dannie Harrison, dean of Business
and Public Affairs, will retire at the
end of the year, and a screening
committee will .select a new dean.
Sandra Jordan, chairwoman of the
committee and vice president
provost of Academic Affairs, said
she has always valued Harrison's
common sense.
"He has been at MSU for a number
of years and thus, he brings an historical perspective to issues as well
as years of hands-on experience,"
she said.
Jordan met Harrison when she
became the dean of the College of
Humanities and Fine Arts in 2000.
"When I was the new kid on the
dean's council, be provided me with
sage advice, support and friendship,"
Jordan said.
Jordan said the College of Business and Public Affairs is in great
shape, with international accreditation. exciting and innovative currie-

What is the name of
President Bush's newest U.S.
Supreme Court nominee?

Samuel Alito
What you said:
"Holy freakih' crap! I should
know this."

Stacey Woods
junior from Franklin, Tenn.
"Alti, Alto, something like that."
Brittany Fentress
junior from Paducah
"Oh, I watched it yesterday."
Amber Bromley
junior from West Frankfort, Ill.

process is complete," Brockway
said.. "The process for selecting the
new dean will take approximately
four to five months.
"The screening committee will
recommend the top candidates to
the provost and president, but ultimately it is the Board of· Regents
who must approve the appointment
of the new Dean."
The new dean will take o ver July 1,
2006.
"The deans at MSU play an important role in shaping the quality and
vision of the college," Jordan said.
"Their work helps to shape the university's success and ability to
advance the mission."
Other committee members ar e
Victor Raj, chairman of computer
science and information systems;
Larry Guin. professor of economics
and fmance: Roger Schoenfeldt,
chair of management, marketing and
business advertising; Lou Tillson,
professor of organization communications; John Yates, dean of center
of continuing education and Harold
Doran.

CoUrt dismisses suit Decreased government spending
regarding sex survey threatens amount of financial aid

"I should know this ... I even
watched Good Morning America the other day."
Brittany Pierstorff
freshman from Powderly

~

Staff Report

(AP) SAN FRANCISCO -

"It sounds like Toledo ... Alito?"

Lindsey Harlan
· junior from Russellville
"Oh, I know I've heard it. Something Alito?"

ula and an interand reports to the provost and vicenational enrollpresident for Academic Affairs. The
ment.
advertisement also outlined the
"It wiU attract
position's criteria.
All candidates must have a doctormany outstand·
ing and highly
ate degree in at least one field reprequalified applisented in the college. The candidate
should possess strong interpersonal
cants," she said.
• skills and a demonstrated record of
Bob Lochte,
professor
of
effective leadership as a dean, assisjournaUsm and a
tant dean, depar tment chair or an
member of the
equivalent administrative service.
screening com''The position must be advertised
mittee, said the
nationally. applications received and
committee
met
reviewed by the screening commitOct. 13 to work out Hanison
tee, and then the top candidates are
dean of the
the copy for an ad
invited to campus for interviews,"
college of
that will be subsaid Gary Brockway, provost and
Business and
mitted to The
vice president of academic affairs.
Public Affairs
Chronicle of HighLochte did not know of anyone at
er Education.
Murray State who was interested in
The Chronicle of Higher Educa- the position, but said there are probtion Web site lists job openings, but ably some in the college who are
the position of dean of Business and qualified.
Public Affairs for Murray State had
The deadline for applications is
not been listed by press time.
Jan. 15, 2006, when the committee
According to the ad Academic work begins, he said.
Affairs provided, the dean is the
"We will only know of any interchief academic officer of the college nal candidates once the application

I

Laura Breen
freshman from O'Fallon, Ill.
"I have no idea."

Alicia Caman
junior from Leitchfield
"Who cares?"

Melinda Streetman
junior from Paducah

A federal appeals court
Wednesday dismissed a lawsuit filed by parents who
wer e outraged that a school
district had surveyed their
elementary school-age child ren about sex.
T he three-judge panel of
the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals rejected the parents' claim that they have
the exclusive right to tell
their children about sex.
In upholding a lower court
ruling against the parents,
Circuit Judge Stephen Reinhardt said, "no such specific
right can be found in the
deep roo ts of the nation's
history and tradition or
implied in the concept of
ordered liberty."
The appeals court noted
other courts have upheld
mandatory healtn classes, a
school system's condom d istribution program and compulsory sex education.

The parents had sought
unspecified damages.
An attorney for the pare n ts, Erik Gunderson, said
he was considering an
appeal. Dennis Walsh, attorney for the Palmdale school
district north of Los Angeles,
said the survey was part of a
legitimate effort aimed at
helping students.
The district dropped the
survey in 2002 amid complaints from parents.
It was given to children in
the first, third and fifth
grades as part of a p rogram
to gauge early trauma and
help youngsters overcome
learning barriers.
Among other things, the
students were asked bow
often they though t about '
sex.
Parents whose children
took tlie survey s1gned consent forms. But the forms
never mentioned sex would
be a topic.

Financial aid could be reduced in the
upcoming years because of decreased
government spending.
A House of Representatives committee approved a proposal that could cut
spending on student aid by $14.5 billion
during the next five years, according to
a CNN report.
"The operative word in the CNN
story being 'could,'" said Charles Vinson, director of financial aid. via e-mail.
Vinson spent the week at a Department of Education conference.
''That is really not what we are hearing at our conference," Vinson said. "In
fact, some programs are even proposing
increases."
The distribu tion of student aid in
2003-04 was th rough 9 percent employment, 34 percent scholarships, 16 percent grants and 41 percent student
loans, according tl) the Murray Stat~
2004·05 Fact book Web site.
Justin Lindsey, sophomore from Sikeston, Mo., said he does not receive
financial aid or Kentucky Educational
Excellence Scholarship money because
he lives in another state.

Lindsey said be thinks the population
of Murray State could be affected if cuts
are made to student aid.
The Associated Press contributed to
this story.

2 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Barkley Room, Curris Center
The EU: Past, Present, and Future Barry Brown, Dr. Ron Cella . Dr. Bill Payne, Dr. Farouk Umar
2:30 p.m. - 3;30 p.m. Mississippi Room, Curris Center
What the Lecturer Learned about Teaching In Britain- Dr. Kevin Binfield
3:00 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. Barkley Room, Curris Cente r
Sustalnablllty Across Continents: Opportunities and Directions Dr. J oe Baust, Kenneth Hamm, Dr. Mike Kemp
5:30 p.m. Freed Curd Auditorium
Keynote Address: LaJuana Wilcher, Kentucky Secreta ry of the Environme nta l a nd Public
P rotection Ca binet (EPPC)

9:30p.m.· 11 p.m. Barkle y Room, Currls Cente r
Uniyersal Bights and Syayinabll!tv
Attitudes Toward Animals: A Barometer of Social and Economic Change Dr. Re nae Dunca n
Diversity and Challenges In Work Settings: Access for Professional Individuals wfth
Disabilities and Cultural/Linguistic Differences Dr. J o-Ann Hammons
The Padilla Case and Its Impact on Exchange Students • Thomas C. Glover
1:30 p.m. - 3 p.m . Barkley Room, Curris Ce nter
From Myrray to Belling: Experiencing Global Qeyefopment In proarns
Asian Music with Attention to Flute • Dr. Stephanie Rea
Asian Art and Architecture - Dr. Peggy Schrock
Murray State's Ro le and Initiatives In Regional Economic Development In a
Global Environment - Jim Carter
Boom City Beijing vs. Rural Areas - Dr. Reika Ebert
Math education In China and the USA - Huailing Zuo, vis1ting scholar from China
2 p.m. · 3:30p.m. Mississippi Room, Curris center
The Study Abroad Experience Across the Globe
3:30 p.m. - 5 p.m. Ohio Room, Curris Center
Native Flutes from China and Korea - Dr. Stephanie Rea
Cultural Influence on Perceptions of Female Beauty - Ste phanie Muller
Jobs for Internatio nal Students: It's Not Just a Problem for the U.S.! - Or. Ross Meloan
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. Mason Auditorium, Mason Hall
Access to Health Services Around the World

Nov. 18
9:30 a.m. - 2 p.m. Curris Center Ballroom
International Bazaar

4 p.m. - 6 p.m. Barkley Room, Curris Center
A Historical View of Climate Change: European & American Perspectives Dr. Kit W. Wes ler
The End of Communism In Eastern Europe: The Role of the Mass Media - Dr. Ce lia Wall
The Demise of Prosecution for Seditious Ubelas a Metaphor for a Free & Open Society
Or. Jeanne Scafella
From Gutenberg to Oldenburg: A Short History of Academic Publishing - Jen Schatz
6:30 p.m. - 8 p.m. Business Building 404
Life and Debt In the Third World: A Film and Interdisciplinary Discussion
Mode rator: Fred Miller, Internationa l Business
Panelists: Dr. Se id hassa n, Ann Beck, Dr. Ste ve Jone s, Or. Michael Basile

9:30a.m. -10:30 a.m. Miss issippi Room, Curris Cente r
Globalization: The Ripple Effect
Globalization and Individual Cultures • Evanthia Sotiriou
Sustainable Development: Experienc es from South Asia - South As ian Council
2 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Ba rkley Room, Curris Center
Fgrajng Change jn the Face of Challenge
The Road Forward? Perspectives on Northern Ireland - Dr. Willia m Mulligan
The Global State of Religious Freedom • Katie Oller
Extraordinary Re ndition and the Erosion of Faith In American Democracy Thomas C. Glover
3:45 p.m. - 5:15 p.m. Mississippi Room, Curris Center
Prospects for Change in Global EducaUgn
Reading Between the Lines: The t:ffects of Colonization in African Literature •
Heidi Maria Pafford
Aspects of the French-speaking World: Cultural Identity and Sustainablllty In Belgium
and Martinique • Dr. Therese Saint-Paul
Worldwide collaboration among libraries and librarians: Are we globalizing,
glocalizlng, or even grobalizlng librarlanship? • Johan Kore n

3 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. Ba rkley Room, Curris Center
Unity in Dlyersitv
.
Murray State African Forum - Africa: Unity In Diversity
The Current Issues of International Students at MSU - Eun Jeong Kim
Islam Versus Terrorism - Mohammed Ebrahim
6 p.m. Woods.Hall Lobby
International Potluck Competition Sponsored by MSU International Ambassadors
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Congress may help reporters protect sources' identities
Stephanie Zeller
News Editor
szellet@thenews.org
While journalistic ethics are
being questioned in court, bills
are currently pending in Congress to enact a federal shield
law that would give journalists
absolute privilege to protect
sources.
Two Murray State faculty
members agree on one main
point: the law will never pass.
"I don't know how there
could be an absolute shield law
to protect journalists from
(revealing)
confidential
sources," said Jeanne Scafella,
chairwoman for the journalism
and mass communications
department.
Because of conflicting rights,
specifically the state's right to
present evidence in court,
Scafella said it is unlikely Congress will pass the bill. She said
the absolute privilege would
make them "above the law"
and there should be a balance
of rights.
In July, Sen. Frank Lautenberg. D-N.J., introduced a
national resolution to affirm
the First Amendment by allowing journalists !he freedom to

photo illustration by Andrea Chapman/The News

A federal law may hold the key to helping journalists keep sources confidential.
protect a source's identity.
According to Senate Resolution 192, "no purpose is served
by sentencing journalists
judith Miller and Matthew
Cooper, nor any similarly situ·
ated journalists, to prison for
maintaining the anonymity of
confidential sources."

The resolutioa also cites a the absolute privilege spouses,
majority of states and Wash- · lawyers and doctors have.
ington that have enacted simi"There will never be enough
support for it to pass," said
lar laws.
A total of 32 states have Roger Haney, professor of
"qualified" shield laws, which journalism and mass commu·
define a journalist and offer nications.
Haney, who teaches a mass
certain testimonial protection.
However, it does not provide communications law class. said

confidentiality is used too
often in news articles.
"What journalists argue is, in
order to get information which
the public has a right to know
there are times when they have
to protect the identity of
sources," Haney said. journalists want a shield, or protection, of some kind."
Haney said the Watergate
scandal is a good example of a
time
when
confidential
sources make a news story.
Without ~he promise of
anonymity, he said, "Deep
Throat" would never have
given the necessary information to reveal the Nixon
administration's crime and
cover-up.
However, he said there are
other ways to obtain important
information for a story without
using anonymous sources.
Haney said the Washington
Post confirms information
anonymous sources provide
with other sources who are
willing to be recognized.
He said Judith Miller
showed "great integrity" by
willingly going to jail to protect a source.
"Once a reporter promises
confidentiality, they have to be

willing to go to jail," Haney
said.
Jeanne Scafella did not have
the same opinion about Miller.
Scafella said she thinks Karl
Rove, Dick Cheney and Scooter Libby influenced Miller, and
as a journalist. Miller should
have remained independent.
"She was evidently helping
to get information around,"
Scafella said.
According to the Associated
Press, Miller appealed to senators Oct. 9 to stress the importance of a federal shield law
after she served 85 days in jail
for refusing to reveal the identity of her anonymous sources.
Miller, 57, was released Sept.
29 after revealing Dick
Cheney's Chief of Staff Lewis
"Scooter" Libby had "released
her from her obligation" to
keep his identity as a source
secret during the CIA leak
investigation.
Roger Haney said he is not
in favor of journalists going to
jail to protect sources, because
the government should have
other ways of investigating a
case.
Said Haney: "They don't
have to rely on journalists for
information."

Alpha Phi Alpha alumnus discusses his campus involvement
Senator, president
remember graduate
Kara McCombs
Staff Writer
kmccombs@thenews.org
Homecoming brings many alumni
back to campus every year, and this
year was no different.
Don Tharpe, alumnus from Mayfield. spoke at the historical marker
dedication honoring the first black
students at Murray State.
He said the University was the
"bedrock" of his education where
professors had high expectations of
him.
"They raised the bar and, hopefully, I met ·their expectations,"
Tharpe said.
Tharpe, Alpha Phi Alpha fratemi-

ty alumnus. received his bachelor's
Don Tharpe
degree from Murray State in 1974
alumnus from Mayfield
and his master's in 1975.
State Sen. Ken Winters, R-Mur- with one foot in a chair," Winters an honor to have him as a graduate
ray, former dean of the College of said. "When I would walk into class, of Murray State."
Industry and Technology from sometimes I would find him in front
After receiving his doctorate,
1968-88, said he taught Tharpe in of the room in that stance, emulat- Tharpe went on to manage several
class and ha.c; monitored his career ing me. There is no way I could for- non-profit organizations.
throughout the years.
,get Don. He has always had a glow
He is now the president of the
"He was a delig4t to work with," about him."
Congressional Black Caucus FounWinters said. "He was a person, not
University President F. King dation.
only• academically talented, but one Alexander also had a positive
The CBCF is a non-profit, nontt}at radiated personality. We had impression of Tharpe.
partisan, public policy and educasome good times together. He has
"I have known of Dr. Tharpe my tional institution that ''works to
always had a glow about him."
whole life," Alexander said. "He broaden and elevate the influence
Winters said h~ had an idea of was a doctoral student of my uncle of African-Americans in the politiTharpe's capabilides in his person- David Alexander at Virginia Tech. cal. legislative and public policy
ality, energy and friendly discourse. He has been fighting for the rights arenas," according to its Web site.
"When I lectured, I would stand of poor children his entire life. It is The organization focuses on

advancing African Americans in
society.
"I've had a lot of jobs I enjoyed
more at a particular time," Tharpe
said. "All my jobs I have viewed as a
challenge. 1 have tried to improve
the places I have worked."
Tharpe, who has been working
outside of Kentucky for 28 years.
said he has some unfinished work to
do.
"I will probably stay in non-profit
organizations,"
Tharpe
said.
"Before I retire, I'd like to J:Oake a
contribution to my home state. I
would like to make a difference in
Kentucky."
He also imparted some words of
wisdom for Murray State students.
"When in school, you may view
yourself in a smaller institution and
think, 'What I am doing is insignificant,' but that is not the case,"
Tharpe said. "Stay the course and
graduate. Afterwaras, tlie playing
field is leveled."
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Sports F.ditor. ~athan Clinkenbeard
Phone: 762--iiBl

Cross country
ends season
at OVC meet
Tommy Dlllard
Staff Writer
tdillard@thenews.org
The men's and women's cross country
teams ended their seasons last weekend
at the OVC Championships in Charleston,
lll. The men took ninth out of 11 participating schools. and the women staked
claim to seventh pla\!e.
Junior John Gorey led the men by running the 5-mHe course in 26 minutes, 52.73
seconds. Freshman Mitch Sharber ran the
course in 27:56.53 and came in 49th over-

all.
Freshman Tommy Moore came in 52nd
with a time of 28:02.46, junior Anthony
Colotti-Brown in 57th at 28:33.15, freshman Melvin Finley in 69th at 30:05.68 and
freshman Frankie Ramos in 71st at
31:06.77, followed Gorey and Sharber.
Eastern Illinois won the men's meet
with 34 points. Eastern Kentucky came in
second with 41 points. and Morehead
State followed in third with 99 points.
Jacksonville State finished fourth with 100
points, and Samford at 115, Southeast Missouri at 131, Austin Peay at 181, Tennessee
Tech at 249, Murray State at 252. Tennessee-Martin at 276 and Tennessee State
at 344 followed.
Freshman Alaina Zanin led the women's team, running the 3.1-milc course in
19 minutes,l0.7l seconds and finished 18th
out of 80 participating runners.
Freshman Kristen Heckert fmished
32nd, running the course in 19:39.02, and
senior Megan Rainville in 49th at 20:20.14,
senior Lauren Wilson in 56th at 20:40.93
and senior Lindsey Neeley in 66th at
21:08.05 followed.
Samford won the women's title with a
score of 20. Eastern Illinois and Eastern
Kentucky finished second and third with
scores of 66 and 77, respectively. Southeast Missouri State came in fourth with a
score of 97. Morehead State at 131, Jacksonville State-at 197, Murray State at 212,
Tennessee Tech at 217, Austin Peay at
252, Tennessee State at 282 and Tennessee-Martin at 284 followed .
The frt.'Shman·ladcn teams arc built for
the future and have much room to grow
over the next few years. Five out of the
nine men's runners arc freshmen and
three of the seven women's runners are in
their first year, too.
"The freshmen came in and didn't really know what to expect, but they came in
and adjusted and adapted to the college
environment," Gorey said.
The women's team has also come
together and progressed, forming chemistry between its freshmen and older team
members. .
"We've jelled very weU as a team,"
Head Coach Dereck Chavis said. "We had
two good freshmen that ran one and two
for us all season and a group of seniors.
Bridging that gap hasn't really been a
problem for us."
Senior Lauren Wilson said this year's
team has been more dedicated and enjoyable than other teams of which .she has
been a member.
"The girls, we just really bonded a lot
more," Wilson said. "I've seen everybody
really excited to be at practice, and working to be better and believing in the
strategies the coaches give us."
The runners will remain active while
taking a three-week break from regular
practices before starting practice for
indoor track season. Their first meet wHI
be Jan. 30 anhe Tennessee State Meet in
Nashville.
The Racers also are planning to make
stops at Southern Illinois, DePauw and
Southeast Missouri State. The OVC
lndoor Track and Field Championships
will be Feb. 24·25 at Tennessee State.
Three weeks after the indoor track and
field season, the outdoor season will kick
off with the prestigious Alabama Relays
in Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Chavis said he just wants his runners to
take it easy for the time being and to focus
on classes.
"Right now, they need some rest,"
Chavis .s aid. "They've been at it since
right before school started."

Sophomore defender Sara Struve clears the ball before Austin Peay's freshman forward Ashley Beck can jump in to steal it.

Bring on·Satnford
Women play in OVC semifinal tQday
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thencws.org
In AlLstin Peay's first appearance
in the Ohio Valley Conference soccer tournament, the Racers offered a
rude welcome in a 3· 0 shutout for
the Governors Tuesday at Cutchin
Field.
The win moved the team into
today's 12:30 p.m. semifinal game
against the OVC regular-season
champion Samford Bulldogs (14-3·2.
7-2 OVC) in Charleston, rll. It is the
wotnen's second straight appearance
in the fmal four, and the Racers b~·at
the Bulldogs once earlier this season.
Head Coach Mike Miniclll said his
team bas more determination this
year, which could spell a tournament
championship.
''I think we're also more contident
since we beat Samford earlier in the
year, and they're a very good team,
probably the best team we've played
aU year," MinicUi said. "Since we did
beat them, and we played SEMO and
Eastern Illinois real well, we feel like
we can go up there and win it this
year."
Against Austin Peay. the Racers
got on the board in the 28th minute
when senior midficlder Jessica FiorancUi charged into the box and
headed sophomore defender Sam
Struve's corner kick into the goal.
Fioranelli said the goal seemed to
be a huge boost to the team in the
fust half.
"It was definitely one of thosl'
things where I was in the right place
at the right time:· Fioranclli said.
"Sara served up a great ball. It was
awesome. and it n~ally served as
good momentum for us as a team.''
Fioranclli's goal would prove to be
the only one the Racers needed as
the team's defense shut down Austin
Peay. The Governors only mustered
one shot on goal in the first half nnd
had five in the game. Junior goal·
keeper Heather Jones made three

Junior midftelder Laura
a
Tuesday's first round 3-0 win over Austin Peay at Cutchin Field.
saves for her fourth shutout of the
season.
.
ln the second half, the women
SCl)red some insurance goals to make
sure any comeback attempt would
be tough. Senior midfielder Usa
Pfeiffer took a penalty kick in the
50th minute on one of Austin Peay's
13 fouls and buried the ball in the left
side of the goal.
Several minutes later, sophomore
midficlder Courtney Buchanan took
a feed from freshman forward Krista

Llewellyn and put it past Governors
senior goalie Sarah Broadbent for
her first goal as a Race~.
With the Governors' season and
her career complete, Broadbent
ranks 25th on the NCAA's aU-time
career saves list.
In the Racers 1·0 win over Samford in Birmingham, Ala., freshman
forward Rebekah Clay's fifth goal of
the season was the only one of the
game as the Racers held on in the
second half. It was Murray State's

first win over Samford and it was the
Bulldogs' first loss of the season at
home.
"When we went down there on
that trip. it was real important for us
to get a split. and we had beaten
Jacksonville State on that Friday,"
Mike Minielli said. "So, I think we
went into that Samford game kind of
relaxed and not under a lot of pressure, and I think that helped us out.
We also just played mistake-free
defense."
Minielli said he also saw something in the game that has him thinking positive for the second matchup.
"The one thing I feel good about
going into Friday is that we didn't
play as well offensively as we can
play," he said. "I think we can play a
tittle better against them, and we're
going to have to if we're going to
beat them."
Samford is the top seed in the
O'Reilly OVC Tournament after
winning its third straight regular
season title. In the second semifinal
match, Southeast Missouri State
takes on Eastern Illinois.
The two semifinal winners face
each other at noon Sunday for the
championship and a bid to the
NCAA Tournament. The game will
air live on ESPNU.

The Sports Line•••
TV Events

l

Murray State Events

Tonight: ESPN @ 7 p.m.

Saturday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.

Today: Soccer @ 12:30 p.m.

Saturday: Football @ 3 p.m.

NBA Basketball
Cavaliers at Spurs

NCAA Football
Miami at Virginia Tech

Lakeside Field
Murray State vs. Samford

Roy Stewart Stadium
Eastern Kentucky at Murray State

Saturday: NBC @ 1:30 p.m.

Sunday: ESPN @ 7:30 p.m.

Tonight: W Basketball@ 7:30p.m.

Saturday: M Basketball @ 7:30 p.m.

NCAA Football
Tennessee at Notre Dame

Sunday Night Football
Eagles at Redskins

Regional Special Events Center
Blue Chip All-Stars at Murray State

Regional Special Events Center
Bellarmine at Murray State
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Mkk's Maniacs Blue-Gold games
needs to utilize Exhibition season begins for Racer basketball
bigger section
Nathan Clinkenbeard

Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

College basketball season is here, and
The Regional Special
I'm downright nervous.
Events Center was busting
I'm not nervous in the sense that I don't
with excitement Tuesday
believe in our basketball teams, but I'm
night when the men's and
scared to death about what section 110 will
women's basketball teams
look like when the season gets going.
For those not familiar with the layout of officially opened their exhibition seasons with scrimthe Regional Special Events Center, secmages and fan-oriented
tion 110 will be the domain of the Mick's
events.
Maniacs. What used to be about 65 seats
The Racers got things
has turned into a student-run mass of a
rolling
with an eight-minute
potential 250 students taking part in makintrasquad game. A threeing Racer opponents' lives miserable.
I'm nervous because I don't want to see period game against an allmale practice squad folone seat in that section empty. and with
lowed, a tactic Head Coach
10,000 students you would think that
would be no problem. That, however, is Joi Felton has used since she
came to Murray State two
not the case with our student body.
years ago.
I received an e"Our young kids were a litmail last week from
tle nervous at the start, but
a father whose
they started to pick it up,"
daughter is looking
Felton said. "We really startat attending Murray
ed playing more aggressively
State next fall. He
towards the end, and that's
said his daughter
· something we are trying to
had many positives
get our players to do, to be
about the campus
more aggressive with everyand her visit, but he
thing. They started compethad one genuine
ing hard with every play, and
concern about Murit worked for us."
ray State.
Junior forward Gcrraca
He could not
Matthews' nine points led
fathom how Mick's
Nathan
the Gold team to a 19-8 win
Maniacs
needed Clinkenbeard
in
the first practice session.
more than one
Sports Editor
Junior forward Erica Gorsignup date to
dian, a transfer from Imperiobtain at least 250 students willing to be
al Valley Community Colthe sixth man for the men's basketball
lege, had six points and was a
team. He had been reading The Murray
perfect 2-for-2 at the free
State News and got a basic understanding
throw line to lead the Blue
that the student spirit was nonexistent.
team.
I found myself nodding at every part of
In the scrimmage against
his e-mail. He told me his daughter felt at
the practice team, the Racers
home at Murray State. Yeah, it does feel
found themselves in a 18-13
like that. It's a place she could live in for
hole after shooting only 30.8
four years. Defmitely. The school spirit
percent from the field comsucks, for lack of a better term. That about
pared to their opponent's
sums it up.
61.5 percentage.
Surely, as one of the outstanding uniThe women turned the
versities in the south and in the entire
nation we're not going to let a potential "tide in the second period
student slip though our fingers because of closing the gap to 43-42. Fans
thought the game was over,
school spirit.
but Felton had other ideas as
Ironically enough, the father attended
she wanted to give her team
Covington Catholic High School in Northa little more work and the
ern Kentucky, which just so happens to be
fans a little more basketball.
my alma mater's most hated rival. He
Despite trailing 58-53 with
knows I'm a Highlands graduate, and
fewer than four minutes to
coming from two schools oozing with
play, the Racers came back
school spirit, we find it hard to come to
and
senior guard Jill Fulkergrips with the fact thst Murray State isn't
son's
jump shot with 17 seclike that.
onds remaining gave the
Students should hear about an incrediwomen the win 66-65. Fulkble change to Mick's Maniacs and salivate
erson
led the Racers with 22
at the idea of turning the RSEC into, dare
points on 8-of-10 shooting,
I say, Racer Arena. OK, maybe that's going
and 6-of-7 from three-point
too far. but as students, we have the
range.
chance to consistently turn the RSEC into
The men's team followed
something it's struggled to he: really
with an intrasquad scrimfreakin' loud.
mage consisting of two 15We've kicked some of the old season
ticket holders to another section, so let's
show them we deserve those seats and
need more. Remember the Austin Peay
game last year on ESPN2? Mick's Maniacs
were the difference in that game, and we
have the chance to quadruple that experience every game. If we do our job, there
shouldn't be any reason why we can't win
every home game.
All anyone asked me after the Peay
game was how come no one was there.
Basically, the spoiled season ticket holders had bailed on the team since we had
lost back-to-back home games. What an
embarrassment. That game was when the
team needed us the most, and the students
certainly delivered. Feb. 12. 2005, needs to
be replicated over and over again.
At the Blue-Gold Game, I signed myself
up, and I was pleased to see many others
make their way to the table to pledge their
life to the Mick's Maniacs. It's all cautious
optimism for me until I see the final product.
As a senior, my time at Murray State is
dwindling. Sure, I want another OVC
Championship, but most of all I want to be
proud to say I'm a part of Mick's Maniacs.
Mick and the athletics department has
virtually banded us a golden opportunity.
Like a Trey Pearson steal at midcourt,
let's take it and run with it.
Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

minute halves. Junior forward Shawn Witherspoon
led all scorers with lS points,
but his Blue team fell to the
White team 48-45.
Senior guard Darnell Hopkins led the White team with
13 points and four assists,
and junior guard Trey Pearson, the Ohio Valley Conference Preseason Player of the
Year, scored nine points.
Neither
team
shot
extremely well, and Head
Coach Mick Cronin said he
was pleased to see both
teams hustle on defense.
"I was extremely excited
with the way we played
tonight from a defensive
standpoint," Cronin said.
"Most intrasquad games are
layup drills. but this was
more of a realistic game. We
didn't have a lot of dumb
fouls. We had a few
turnovers, but not a lot of
unforced turnovers and no
sloppy play."
Cronin took a night off
from coaching as he had two
of his assistants. Darren
Savino (White) and Matt
Grady (Blue), take control of
the men.
Cronin served as master of
ceremonies for the halftime
entertainment as four Murray State students partnered
up with four basketball players in a three-point shooting
contest. Four kids were also
brought on the court for a
passing contest with several
of the players.
Both the men's and women's teams and coaches also
gave away schedule posters
and held autograph sessions
for the fans.
The exhibition schedule
continues for hoth teams as
the women take on the Blue
Chip AU-Stars at 7:30 tonight
at the RSEC. The men will
face Bellarminc at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday at the RSEC.
Cronin said because he
and the Bellarmine coach,
Scotty Davenport, come
from the same system. it will
be a battle.
"(Davenport) was on the
coaching staff with me at
Louisville, and they're going
to play extremely hard,"
Cronin said. "They will run
up and down the floor, and
they'll be diving all over the
t1oor. We'll probably have a
little more athleticism, but
they are going to be a formidable opponent because they
play so hard."

f.rin Cumrnint;/The N~ ~

Sophomore forward Justin Orr tries to go up for a shot as sophomore center
Rob Kennedy attempts to block his shot in Tuesday•s Blue-Gold scrimmage.
Frin Curnmint;/7hc NPw~

(Right) Tony Easley, a
freshman forward from
Auburn, Ala., is fouled
in the act ofshooting by
a Racer White defender. Easley made one of
the two free thows for
his only point In the
nine minutes of his
Murray State debut.

Amanda Von

News

Junior guard Gerraca Matthews looks to throw a pass inside over a defender.

1608 Highway 121 N
Students completing a BS degree in Biology,
Chemistry or Chemical Engineering are invited
to leam more about career opportunities in the
Pharmaceutical Sciences
All of the students enrolled in our Ph.D. program
are supported by a stipend of $20,000/yr plus
free tuition and health insurance.
For more information about the Pharmaceutical
Sciences Ph.D. program please visit our website
at: http://www.mc.uky.edUIPharmacy/gradl or
contact Ms Catina Rosson at (859) 257-1998 or
cross2@email.uky.edu

767-0045
"Where everyone deserves a one hour vacationn

866-505-0045

We're celebrating
all teachers!
October and November
One hour full body massage

$35
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Workers have
tedious task
getting catfish

photos by Cine!)• Cripps/gu<'SI

· Sophomore Ryne Salyer throws a pass in the Racers' S2-2lloss to Southeast Missouri State Saturday in Cape Girardeau, Mo.

:SEMO blasts Racers in last-place matchup
J1J vs.EilU
• Tommy Dillard
Staff Writer

tdillard@therte~o~·s.org

A difficult season got even
· tougher for the Racers football team
last weekend, as Southeast Missouri
State. routed the team 52-21 Saturday
in a battle of the two remaining winless teams in the OVC.
.At one point, the Redhawks led 527 before Murray State scored two
late touchdowns. The Racers fell to
1-7 overall and remain winless in
conference play. falling to 0-5.
After losing three straight games
by a touchdown or less and outgaining its opponents in its four previous
losses, the Racers looked to get over
the hump Saturday against the winless Redhawks.
,
SEMO had other plans as it capitalized on three turnovers and dominated in every facet of the game,
handing the Racers its worst loss nf
the season.
"Up until Saturday. we put out a
good effort every week. but on Saturday we were zapped, and ultimate..
ly, that's my responsibility," Head
Coach Joe Pannunzio said. "This is
rock bottom for me, not only in football, but in my 46 years of lif~~. r•m
disappointed."
If u bright spot could be found for
~ the men in blue and gold on Satur• day. it was the play of freshman run: ning back Stevie Chaney. Chaney
found himself thrust into action
when Chad Cook injured his knee

Murray
State

Eastern
Kentucky

Where
Roy Stewart
Munay~

Ky.

When
3 p.m. Saturday

Radio
Froggy 103.7 FM

Freshman running back Stevie Chaney wards off a SEMO
defender. Chaney ran for 119 yards and a score in his debut.
early in the game. and Nick Turner
was out with back spasms. By the
end of the game, Chancy had carried
18 times for ll9'yards. including a 6yard touchdown run.
Chaney was not even expected to
play offensively for the Racers this
season, but he got his opportunity
Saturday because of a plethora of
injuries.
"fve only been practicing with the
offense for two weeks," Chaney said.
"They had moved me to defense this
season, but put me back on offense
when everyone started getting hurt."
Injuries have crippled the Racers
this season, but the situation has presented the opportunity for younger
players like Chaney to gain experience.

Southeast scored two rushing
"In the long run. it's going to be a touchdowns and a fleld goal in the
lot better for us. playing so many second period and went into halfyoung people," Pannunzio <;Uid. time ahead 24-7.
"They're learning under fire."
The third quarter was even worse
Southeast outgained the Racers as SEMO tacked on 21 more points.
505-251 when quarterback Mike Haley threw two touchdown passes
Haley picked apart the Racer's sec- and running back Tim Holloman ran
ondary, throwing for 203 yards and for his second score of the afternoon
three touchdowns. Redhawk run- to put the Redhawks up 45-7.
ning backs combined to gain 315 ·
Sophomore linebacker Jay Burgett
blocked a SEMO punt in the fourth
yards on the ground.
The first quarter looked promising quarter and ran it back for a 14-yard
for the Racers as it answered an touchdown, making the final score
early SEMO score with Chancy's 52·21.
touchdown run, tying the game at 7Burgett and Chaney each scored
7. But in the second quarter, the Red- their first touchdown in a Racer unihawks broke the.• game open, scoring form Sat!.lTday.
three times in five minutes. which a
The Racers host Eastern Kentucky
Murray State fumble and intercep- at 3 p.m. tomorrow at Roy Stewart
tion aided.
Stadium.

Volleyball team pushing for OVC tourney
Autumn Boaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@thenews.org

Am.1nda Von

Kannei/Thf' News

Freshman outside hitter Ali' son Mugler jumps for the ball
against Morehead Saturday.

The volleyball team added another
Ohio Valley Conference win to its
record last weekend, giving the Racers four wins and creating a threeway tie for sixth place in the league.
Murray State, Austin Peay and
Samford will go into the last month
of the season battling for the final
position in the tournament.
The Racers go on the road this
weekend to play two more OVC
matches in hopes of gaining ground
in the standings. Friday. the Racers
will go head-to-head with Samford.
"If we're going to get one win,
we'd like to beat Samford," Head
Coach David Schwepker said.
Winning both matches this weekend would be the best scenario for
the Racers, Schwepker said. However, defeating Samford would be more
beneficial for Murray State in relation to the OVC ranking.
The Racers play Jacksonville State
Saturday in the second match of the
weekend. The Gamecocks are 9·3 in
the OVC.
"We're really just trying to get this
team to play well," Schwcpker said.

The Racers started the weekend
with a 10-2 loss to Eastern Kentucky
Friday night.
".Eastern Kl'ntucky is a very
patient team," freshmen left :.ide hitter Alyssa Groves said. "They're
very smart hitters, and they know
where to put the ball."
The team redeemed itself Saturday afternoon with a 3-1 win against
Morehead State, and the victory
improved the team's record to 4·8 in
the OVC rankings.
Saturday's match was the final
home match of the season.
Freshmen outside hitter Alyssa
Groves, who had the only doubledouble for the team with 18 kills and
ll digs. led the 1Murray State offense.
Junior middle blocker Holly Jansen
followed Groves with 11 kills.
Freshmen llbero Heather Norris
and freshmen outside hitter Alison
Mugler combined for 11 aces.
Schwcpk..:r said the team focused
on blocking and hitting during the
previous wct'k's practice. but offense
has consistently been an emphasis.
He said the offense has improved.
"The best aspect nf our game was
probably our hitting," Groves said.
"We didn't make a lot of mistakes
hitting wise."

Defensively, Norris led the team
with 25 digs. Mugler contributed 12
digs and Jansen added a match high
five blocks to the Racers' statistics.
In Friday's game, Norris had 17
digs, three more than Eastern Kentucky's freshmen libero Brittany
Nobilio. who recently surpassed
Norris as the OVC leader in digs per
game. Norris is ranked 12th, one spot
behind Nobilio.
Along with Norris's 25 digs, freshmen outside hitter Lisa Forchcc led
the team with 12 kills. Mugler and
Jansen, who each had nine, followed
Furchce. Mugler also contributed 12
digs.
Freshmen setter Kelsey Hubert
added 31 assists. However, the team
still could not get past Eastern Kentucky, and the match ended in a
shutout.
With four regular season games
left, Schwepkcr knows his team still
has a chance to land a spot in the
tournament.
"We have to stay level-headed,"
Schwepker said. "We have a lot to do
to be able to get into the tournament.
Everything we've been working on is
going. We just need to concentrate
on our game, that's the bottom line.
We just need to concentrate on us.''

Anglers who usc trotlines catch many of
the catfish served in area restaurants.
Trotlines arc long pieces of nylon string
usually about 20 plus feet in length with
hooks spaced out along the line. On a standard trotline, there arc usually about 25
hooks per line.
A trotline is placed on the bottom of the
lake in or around an area that catfish heavily populate. Anglers attach a heavy
object, such as a concrete block, at both
ends to get the line to the bottom.
After anglers have researched an area in
which to place the line, they can bait it
and put it into the ,Jatcr. The process of
sinking a trotline is tedious work because
the lines are very t<mgle prone. The way
the line's arc dropped is easier said than
done.
It works best if two people do it - one
operating the boat, and the other baiting
and placing the line. The bait that seems
to produce the best results are fresh
caught cut shad. You have to catch shad
yourself because they usually aren't available in bait shops. Some anglers also use
leeches,
night
crawlers or an array
of other dead baits.
From my expcri·
ences of running trotlines. people should
slowly lower the
block over the side of
the boat and bait the
hooks as they pass
into the water. This
should be done until
reaching the other
end then stretch the
line tight and attach a
Warren
marker to the second
King
block.
Outdoor Columnist
Finding your trotline can be quite difficult without a marker, but most of the time, a two liter bottle
works as a marker. Angler.; will tic the
nylon string running up from the second
block to the neck of the bottle, then let it
float on the surface of the water.
Once a marker has been attacht:d, slowly descend the last block to the bottom,
and you have successfully placed a trotline. Now, all you have to do is sit back
and wait.
Most people let their lines sit for about
three or four days, then go back and sec
what they caught. Normally, catfish are
caught, but sometimes carp. bass and a lot
of snapping turtles are also hooked on the
line. When going to check the line, it is
best to start at the floating marker and
work your way back up the line, removing
your fish and replacing the bait as you
proceed.
When my granddad and I used to run
our trotlines. it seemed more like work
than fun, but I enjoyed every second of it.
Of course, he always ran the boat and I did
the dirty work, baiting hooks and removing the ftSh. But what arc good able-bodied grandsons good for?
Most of the time, this endeavor has
been left up to the commercial anglers.
They have licenses that allow them to use
larger and longer lines, and they have better equipment to run their trotlines more
efficiently. Many people around the lakes
area have made decent and honest livings
by learning and doing the trade of commercial ftShing.
It is definitely not an easy job. It takes a
certain individual to du it, and the pay is
only good during the seasons. Those guys
are out there working hard to make a living, and I respect that. Therefore, I always
give them the right of way when I am in
my boat fishing some of the same struc. ture they are. So if the opportunity ever
arises, go run a trotline or two, but,
remember, although it's hard, dirty work, '
it can be very rewarding when you catch
fish by this method.
The next time you sit down to a fresh
catfish dinner, think of the guys who had
to work hard to bring that delicacy to your
table.

-!' 4

~

Warren King is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to wking@then~ws.org.

Calloway Garden/ Essex Downs Apartments

EGUII.IOUSIII
IPPIITIIITY

1505 Diugutd Drive • Murray.KY 42071
753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

www. thenews.org
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Bass Allglers finish 2nd in nation
Staff Report
The Murray State Bass
Anglers recently competed in the American Bass
Anglers National Tournament on the Red River in
Shreveport,
La.,
and
placed well in the event
while representing the
University at the national
level.
The Bass Anglers compete in the Collegiate
Angler Scholarship Trail
division of the American
Bass Anglers. There arc
Saturday and Sunday one
day-tournaments
held
throughout the spring,
summer and early fall at
the different bodies of
water throughout the
region.
Some of the waters in
which they have competed

include: Kentucky Lake,
Lake Barkley, Old Hickory
Lake in Nashville and the
Ohio and Cumberland
Rivers. The anglers have
to fish in these events to
build up their points in the
yearly standings to make
the cut so they can fish in
the National Championship event at the end of
each year.
Out of 30 different cotlege teams competing in
the national event, the
Murray State team came in
second behind Stephen F.
Austin State University of
Texas in the overall team
points.
This national tournament consisted of three
days of competitive fishing.
AU the CAST members
fished as non-boaters and

were paired with a different boater each day. The
majority of fishing was
done in shallow water of
seven to 10 feet with submerged structures such as
fallen trees and brush
piles.
On the third and final
day of fishing, Michael
Lane, sophomore from
Danville, came in with the
heaviest weight in the 203boat tournament field, taking first place honors with
17.49 pounds.
Murray State had five
anglers who qualified to
fish in this event, including Lane, Brandon Boone,
Scott Duckworth, Don
Chalk and Kirby Watts.
Everyone on Murray
State's team placed in the
top 25 in the final national
standings.

photo • ourtc~y of Don Chalk

Sophomore Michael Lane,. from Danville, shows his bass limit on the third day of competition in the CAST National Championship. Lane won the 203-boat tournament in Louisiana.
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Gamecocks defeat rifle squad
by slim margin in Jacksonville
the Racers with an aggregate score
of 1,171 out of a possible 1,200.
Hicks shot a 585 out of a possible
600 in smallbore and 586 out of
600 in air rifle.
Hicks said he knows the t~m
did not do its best in the competition.
"As a team, we did all right and
performed pretty well for the most
part," Hicks said. "We could have
done much better, and there is definitely some room for improvement."
Freshman Bryant Wallizer f~red
a 577 in smallbore and a 583 in air
rifle for a combined score of 1,160.
Sophomore Dan Belluzzo fullshed
with a total score of 1,140, including a 576 in smallbore and a 574 in
air rifle.
Junior Josiah Brooks contributed a 580 in smallbore, and
senior Alex Culbertson added a
583 in air rifle.
Proctor said the team has a
superior work ethic and drive.

DanTepe
Staff Writer
dtepe@thenews.org

The rifle team came into Jacksonville State Saturday looking to
take down the defending Ohio Valley Conference champion, but in
its closest shoulder-to-shoulder
match of the season, the Racers
lost by nine points, 4.653-4,644.
The Racers gained an early
2,318-2.317 advantage after the
smallbore competition. However,
the Gamecocks rebounded and
beat the Racers 2,326-2,316 in the
air rifle portion of the match.
Head Coach Ann Proctor said
she was pleased with her team's
performance in such a tight battle.
"This was a close match, and we
shot really well individually and
collectively as a team," Proctor
said. "We only .lost by nine and
that is not really a substantial margin."
Sophomore Cameron Hicks led

Senior Alex Culbertson, from Salem, Ore., aims his rifle at the target ln a
practice last spring. Culbertson and the Racers are looking to recapture
the conference championship from Jacksonville State this season.

"We have fired pretty consistent
scores throughout the season, and
we are almost at the halfway
point," Proctor said. "We have
been working really hard as a team
and individuals, and I am really
proud."
.
The Racers will travel to Morehead State Saturday and then to
Lexington Sunday.
"This weekend, we need to work
better under pressure in different
situations to prepare for bigger
matches like the Ohio Valley Conference Championships," Hicks
said. "We have a lot to work on in
practice in order to get ready for
those big matches."
Murray State has battled the
defending champion Gamecocks
tough in three matches this fall .
At the Ole Miss Invitational, the
Racers took first place while Jacksonville State was third. In the
Memphis Open, Murray State finished fourth in the air rifle, and the
Gamecocks were second.

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses &
Contact Lenses
• Tr eatment of Eye
Infections
• Walk-Ins Welcome

Skipped a few weeks?
The Murray State
News archives is a
great way to get
stories and photos

.753-5507
EYES &EYEWEAR

from our previous
issues. Where can

Dr . Dougla• W. Payne

you find them?
Only at:

In Olympic Plaza, Nezt to Los Portales, Murray
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FREE FOO.DI!
FREE MU.SICH
GREAT RADIOI!
(Okay so maybe we don't have free food, but we've got great music)

The World Cafe, with host David Dye,
serves up an eclectic mix of blues, rock, world,
folk, and alternative country with live performances and interviews with celebrated and
emerging artists.

Sounds Acoustic
Sundays at Midnight
'

The Indie Connection
Sundays at 1 am after
Beyond the Edge

VI'N'N. thenevvs.org

MSU's Katie Villanueva &
Murray High's Austin Carter
MSU's John Gibson
present a musical collage of
"unplugged'' performances by showcases both bands far
& wide, along with "local
diverse artists including
bands" from the Four
Ray Charles, John Lennon, ,
Rivers Region.
Pink Floyd, & Bob Dylan.

Now you have everything you possibly need to
start your day off right with

W·~IS' 't<i~ (&/'f

www.thenews.org . Access all the latest news,
sports and other information online.

Beyond the Edge
Saturday Nights from 11 pm to 1 am

' Murray
THE
State

From Folk and pop to alt-county and indie rock,
BTE covers a full range of the finest alternative
music.
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Sports Briefs...

Former track coach honored by Hall of Fame ~:··~: :~~~~~~~~~ufi ~~:~~~~::[~~~~~:~ ~~;:~;:~=.~~~:· : :

Former Murray State track and
field/cross country coach Bill Cornell will be inducted into the U.S.
Track and Field and Cross Country Coaches Hall of Fame on Nov.
30.
One ofl2 inductees, Cornell will
enter the prestigious group as a
member of the 2005 Hall of Fame
class.
The induction ceremony will b..:
at the U.S. Track and Field and
Cross Country Coaches Association Natil>nal Convention, held at
the Sawgrass Marriott in Ponte
Vedra Reach. Fla.
The Hall of Fame chooses its
members based on their successful
lifetime careers and significant
contributions to the sports of track
and field and cross country as a
whole.
The USTFCCCA Hall of Fame

housc:-s 96oft he greatest coaching
names in the history of track and
tield and cross coumry, and has
been in existence since 1995.
In Cornell's tenure, Murray
State produced Z2 NCAA AllAmerkans. five OVC Athletes of
th~ Year and seven Olympians.
Cornl'll was named ovc Coach of
the Year in 1980 for mt•n's indoor
track -and field and for men's cross
country in 1981. ·
Among some of the outstanding
athlete~ Cornell ·coached during
his time at Murray Stnte was Tommic Turner, who earned the OVC
Athlete of £he Year award for outdoor track in 1971.
Turner went on the next year to
compete in the Munich Olympics
in the !,GOO relay. He still owns the
400-meter dash school record
along with two s chool relay

records and four NCAA All-Amer-1
kan awards.
Cornell's other Olympians were
Everton Cornelius Oong jump),
Cuthbe rt Jacobs (400 meters, 1,600
relay), Fred Sowerby (400 meters,
1.600 relay), David Warren (800 1
mete rs ), Alfred Brown (400
meters ) and Elvis Forde (400
me ters. l.600 relay).
Warren was a three-time NCAA
All-American and Forde was
named OVC Athlete of the Year
for men's indoor and outdoor
track in 1982.
In 1994, Cornell was inducted to
the Murray State Athletics Hall of
Fame as part of' a four-member
class with Margaret Simmons a
former track coach, men's basketball player Lamont Sleets and
Auburn Wells, a football. basketball and baseball player.

I

Murray State ticket office.
Tickets are $22 and are
available through the middie of next week.
M
h
h
urray 5 tate as een
given SOO tickets in the
upper level of Fifth Third

their tickets by calling the
ticket office at 762-4895 or
stopping by the office on
the first floor of the RSEC
between 7:30 a.m. and 6:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.

first opponent in a tough
non-conference schedule
that includes Tennessee,
Southern Illinois, Rice and
Texas-San Antonio.

The Murray State volleyball team leads NCAA
Divis ion 1 for the fifth
straight week. The Racers
have been among the top
16 teams in the nation in
digs per game all season.
The Racers lead the
nation with 20.16 digs per
game. OVC rival Eastern
Illinois has moved into the
No. 2 spot with 19.76 dpg.
Eastern Kentucky is ninth,

boasting 18.93 dpg while
Austin Peay is 17th with
18.54 dpg.
Freshman
libero
Heather Norris leads the
Ohio Valley Conference
and is 12th in the nation in
digs. Norris has been
ranked in every top-30 list
except one in the nine
NCAA weekly rankings
since Sept. 6.
She jumped ahead of

Eastern Kentucky's Brit·
tany Nobilio, who led the
OVC last week, the only
week Norris did not lead
Norris is averaging 5.76
digs per game, while
Nobilio is right behind her,
averaging 5.69 dpg.
The Racers close out its
regular-season schedule
with four matches on the
road, beginning 7 p.m. Friday at Samford.

Game time is set for 6
p.m.

• d•Igs !Of
( 5th week'
I Racers 1ead nat•lOll Ill
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Medicare Prescription Coverage
Are you eligible?
Visit your local Kroger Pharmacy for more
information. Caii1-800·KROGERS to find a rr:;;~
Pharmacy near you or log on to

www.kroger.com.
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USDA CHOICE BONE-IN
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ENGLISH ROAST
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BRYAN
BOLOGNA

Is proud to announce

BRYAN WIENERS
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Magazine
Beginning in January
2006, The Murray
State News is introducing a magazine
targeted at thosr> who
visit Murray State during
the
coming
months.
If you are in

business in west Kentucky, you know that
thousands of parents,
students, teachers,
and family members
will be taking a close
look at MSU and the
surrounding communities.

Advertising Deadline
is Nov. 17
call the Murray State News advertising office at

762-4478.
A Gateway Ad Rep will contact you.

CREST

F·M·V
JUMBO DIAPERS

TOOTHPASTE

s.IKted Vlrietiea
26-56 cl Pllg
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NATURE MADE OR
NATURE'S RESOURCE
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MURRAY, ltV
WESTERN ! jMONEY
UNION i TRANSFER .

RETAIL

SWANSON, IIAIUE CAUIIfDIR'I
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AIIOIWd Y•lel,.. •24 oz hg Froan

KROGER
COFFEE

~

HEALTHY CHOICE
ICE CREAM OR NOVELnES
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SO~.!f
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f'lwrllunl, Select. su.,_ or
Spec181 RoMt 34.5-39 oz c...
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•

DOUBLIE
eOUPONS
Manufacturer's " Cents Off"
IEIIIERVDI.I V I
SEE STORE FOR DETAILS
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'Secret Gan en'

00

Musical makes its debut
after months of practice
Kara McCombs
Staff Writer
kmcC'ombs@thenews.org

Murray State thespians make usc of
their green thumbs as they bring "The
Secret Garden" to life this week.
An adaptation of Francis Hodgson Burnett's classic children's book, the plot cen·
ters around Mary Lennox, who is sent to
live in England with her uncle, Archib:~ld
Craven, after her parents die from a
plague in India.
Christen Jones, sophomore from O'Fallnn, Ill., plays Lennox and said she has
grown as a performer during this show.
''This show has been a challenge for me
because so much of what is happening in
the show is memories I have, but there is
no interaction between thc memories and
me," Jones said.
.
The musical features 23 cast members
who began rehearsals in September, Ash·
ley Boehne. stage manager, snid.
"Technically speaking, 'The Secret Garden' is one of the biggest shows we have
done in a long time," said Boehne. senior
from Centralia, Ill. "II:IIf of the cnst is supposed to be dead. which poses some huge
technical challenges."
Playing the hitter nnd angry Neville
Craven, Kenneth Oeth, junior from Carmi,
Ill., said the char:Jctcrs nrc difficult to play
because there is so much depth to each.
"There is also some very involved char·
acter work we've had to do because of the
range of emotion in the characters," Oeth
said.
He said there is a plot twist centered
around his character in the play who takes
care of his sickly nephew and Archibald's

son, Collin Craven. whose mother died
during childbirth.
David McCall, junior from Greenfield,
Tenn.. said be found his character,
Archibald Craven. to be artistically pleas·
ing because of the journey he unfergoes.
"He grows from this introverted man
who can't live out of the past to someone
who is ready to start anew, discovering
the family he has all, but fo rgotten,"
McCall said. "I also get to sing and dance
with dead people. That's a plus."
Director Norman Wurgler said putting
the play, which includes 300 cues. togeth·
er was an intensive procc~ to get the play
moving.
"This is a very complicated production,
but the cast and crew are rising to the
occasion," Wurgler, associate professor of
music at Western Kentucky Community
and Technical College, said. "Brent
Menchinger (assistant professor of theater and dance) designed the set to suggest scenes without giving too much
away.
"Jonathon Awori (assistant professor of
theater and dance) conducted dialect
coaching. There has been over 100 hours
of rehearsal for this production. It is an
exciting collaboration of music and theater."
Wurgler said the production is a plotdriven adaptation from an adult perspective.
"This musical can be a wonderful jour·
ney of self-discovery fur the audience,"
Wurgler said. "'The Secret Garden' is a
metaphor for undiscovered parts of ourselves. This show has a sense of discovery
and transformation. Sometimes, you just
have to look."

photm by [rin Curnmlnstr/m N<'11'5

Archibald Craven, played by David McCall, junior from Greenfield, Tenn., and Lily, Amanda McGuire, junior from Benton, practice a song during 'The Secret Garden.' rehearsal.

'Tbe Secret Garden'

·wlae.u

7 p.m. tOday and Saturday
2:30p.m. Sunday

•Where:

(Right) Martha, played by Gina Plannerstill, junior from Murray, sings
'A Fine White Horse,' to Mary Lennox:, played by Christen )ones, sophomore from O'Fallon, Ill., during a rehearsal this week.

Robert E. Johnson Theatre

•Adm'•llom
$12 general
$10 faculty and staff
Free with Racer<:ard
'

(Above) Mary Lennox sings 'I Heard Someone Crying.' After
Mary arrived at Archibald Craven's house, she heard someone crying and wandered the halls to Investigate the noise.
(Left) Mrs. Medlock, played by Amy Duvall, junior from
Whitesville, escorts Mary to her new home in London after
her parents died. The group rehearsed Tuesday night.
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This Week
•Friday

Cafe brings coffee
closer to campus

Play
7 p.m., tonight and
Saturday, The Secret
Garden. $12 general
admission, $10 faculty
and staff, students
free, Robert E. John- Jacqueline Jordan
son Theatre
Assistant News Editor
jjordan@thenews.org

•Saturday

By adding a shot of ChristianiFootball
3 p.m., Racer football ty into the mix, the relaxed, onvs. Eastern Kentucky campus Cornerstone Coffee
University, Roy Stew- House encourages students to
begin th eir days "on holy
art Stadium
grounds."
Brad Solomon and his wife,
Basketball
7:30 p.m., Racer men's Kristina, founded the Cornerbasketball vs. Bel- stone Coffee House, which
larmine
College, opened its ftrst location on Main
Regional
Special Street in 2004, and its campus
location Oct. 19.
Events Center
Kristina Solomon said the coffee tr end began in Seattle when
she was living in the area and
Play
sparked her interest in coffee
2:30 p.m., The Secret shops.
Garden, $12 general
When she and her husband
admission, $10 faculty moved to Colorado, the trend
and staff, students had also caught on there.
free, Robert E. John"ln Colorado, there were two
son Theatre
Starbucks within a mile of one
another," Kristina said. "I was
used to just going down the
Dance workout
street."
.
7 p.m., African Dance
However, when the Solomons
W orkout, sponsored moved to Murray two years ago,
by Alpha
Kappa coffee hbuses were few and far
Alpha sorority, • urris between, Kristina said.
Center Dance Lounge
"She had to drive to Paducah
when we first moved here to get
a coffee," Brad said.
Then Kristina suggested they
Meeting
4 p.m., Campus Activ- open a coffee house.
"She twisted my ar m and
ities Board, open to
the public, Curris twisted my arm," Brad said.
Center
Tennessee "Then she found (the downtown
location) and basically came up
Room
with the name Cornerstone ... It
was
kind of destiny."
Date auction
6 p.m., date auction
for hurricane relief.
sponsored
by
Springe r -Franklin
College, Curris CenStaff' Report
ter Stables

•Sunday

•Monday

•Thesday

He said he ftnally agreed to
open the coffee house because
he felt it was something God
wanted them to do.
"People stepped in to help, and
it was clear this was something
we needed to do," Brad said.
"Then (Kristina) came up with
the slogan, 'Start your day on
holy grounds.'"
While Cornerstone Coffee
Hou!;e is a Christian coffee shop,
he said people of all beliefs
should feel comfortable there.
"It's a place where you definitely can tell there is a faithbased p resence, but not a place
where, as soon as you walk in the
door, we start attacki ng you
about your beliefs and those
types of things," Brad said.
He said they were p leased
with the amount of business at
the o riginal location , but he
thought the prime location in
Murray would be closer to campus.
"It's a totally different crowd
(at the on-campus location), a
much more fun crowd," he said.
Brad said he hopes the new
coffee house. located on Chestnut Street near the Baptist Student Union, meets several community needs.
He called th e coffee h ouse a
place where stude nts can "h ave
some quiet time in the back
room, where you can close off
the door for studying. but it's
also a place to play games and
have fun."
The back room of the coffee
bouse acts as a quiet room,

MtSI)' Hays! The Nt;ws

(Left) Natalle Cunningham, sophomore from Versallles, Tim Pyle, non-student from

Mayfield, and Emlly Robertson, graduate student from Murray, relax and drink coffee
at the new Cornerstone Cafe at the comer on Chestnut Street and Waldrop Drive.
which Kris tina said study groups
can reserve for some place isolated to sfudy.
T he coffee house also boasts a
game r oom, complete with a
foosball table and video games
like Dan ce Dance Revolution,
wh ich she said was a favorite of
students, and a Playstation 2 Eye
Toy.
"The Eye Toy is really neat,"
Kristina said. "It puts you on the
screen, and you can do karate
and other things."
She said they are looking into
buying an air-hockey table or a
second foosball table.
Kristina said at the original
location, the coffee house hosted
small concerts, and would probably host concerts at the oncampus location during the summer.

She said she was not sure if
they would host concerts during
the winter, but there's the possibility of acoustic sessions.
"Who knows, during the winter we may turn on the fireplace
and have someone play guitar,"
Kristina said.
She also called the coffee
house a "wireless hot spot," saying students who have laptops
with wireless capabilities can
utilize the Internet at the shop.
Brad said he hopes Cornerstone gives students someplace
different to hang out when most
places are closed.
Said Brad: ..It's a late-night
alternative to bars, or wherever
(students' arc hanging out today
... They can go and have a friendly atmosphere till one in the
morning."

Conaetatone cafe
llollnef~

Mooday - Sacmday
7 a.m:. to 1 a.~

Sunday
S p.m. to 1 a.m.

Select Drlab
CappUccinos • $2.2S

Hot chJ><:olate • Sl.SO
White hot chocolate - Sl.60
Frappuccinos - $3.25

.JBT TEA sm.oothies - $3.25
Iced CIWal • $2.50
ItalJaa Soda - $1.50
Italian Cream Soda • $175

TazoTea -SI

Outdoor excursions short drive away at Land Between the Lakes

•Wednesday
Meeting
5 p.m., Student Government A~sociation
Senate, open to the
public, Curris Center
Barkley Room

•Thursday ·
Concert
' 8 p.m., MSU Percus-

W ith the days getting shorter and cool·
er, why not relax and enjoy nature at
Land Between the Lakes before winter
kicks in?
Land Between the Lakes features
numerous ventures fo r nature-loving
people, such as the Elk and Bison Prairie,
where people can learn about the habitat
once lost that is now being restored.
A 750-acre portion of land encompasses the first prairie discovery. Visitors can
drive through the land along a road and

see these animals in the ir natural habitat.
The prair ie is op en year-round from
d awn to dusk, and car loads cost $3. It's
50 cents per person for buses and
commercial vans.
For those who like to see
recreated h istorical structures, take a walk through
Pryor Hollow. This rural Tennessee farm is similar to how it
looked in the mid-19th century. Log
structures, 14 o f which are original,
accentuate the land .
This location is only op en from March

1 to Nov. 30, so there are only a few more
weeks to see this historical landmark.
Woodlands Nature Station provides a
variety of natural experiences. Trails,
hiking and canoe trips are just a few
of the many things available
through the Natu re Station.
Visitors can either experience
nature on their own or have
guided tours.
Self- and employee-guided tours arc
available until Nov. 30 and arc offered
Wednesday through Sunday.
Gaze at the stars at the Golden Pond

Planetarium and Observatory. Visitors
can learn how to jdentify constellations.
black holes and white dwarves under the
40-foot , la nctarium dome. Four telescopes let star gazers see the night sky
through their own eyes.
There is no admission charge to look
through the telescopes, but for all other
activities, ages 13 and above pay $3, 5- to
12-year--olds pay 52, and it's free for children under 4-years-old.
For full admission rates, group rates,
times and locations of all these nature
adventures, visit www.lbl.org.

sion ensemble, free
admission,
Lovett
Auditorium

• Nov.ll
Rodeo
7 p.m., MSU Rodeo,
$8 adults, $5 students,
EXPO Center

• Npy, 12
Football
3 p.m., Racer football
vs. Austin Peay State
University,
Roy
Stewart Stadium

•lUCKY DOG •

An mel • l~ry • Tock

Kirksey. Ky.

R<rl>o l'JJUifJtlf"l1i. • I lome&:~~

RECORDING STUDIO

~ Nutrena· n«l

L}mr • 'frees &S.mJ.,

• 24 TRACK DIGITAL
RECORDING

705 .\lain St. (U.S. 6•H)

• RATES START AT
$~0 AN HOUR

llazl'!, KY 42049

4Y2-6lrM.

489-2246 CHRIS PAPS

www.s t.atelint'ranchnndho•r••·.t~om

The Purple Building
The arca·"' prL' 111 iL'I"L' ( ic ntlc 111L'Il ·...,

LCL'Lkr Botton1 • ()ld

lli~h\\
~

av.

Let us entertain you!
Wednesday Nights
Amateur contest 9 p.m. w1th prizes!

-f)

Thursday Nights
MUST BE

OLD TO ENTER!

i
~
~

}. t

Christmas Open House
Sunday, Nov. 13 • 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Refreshments will be served.
Savings throughout the store!
Register for door prize

..

~

•

'1.
. )
~-

}

. ...

416 Main • Historic Court Square • 753-0859 •,),

~-
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Since When Does...

3+3=7?

Contact Logan College at 1-800-533-9210 or at
loganadm@logan.edu to receive an information packet
describing the fastest growing health profession in the
world. You can also visit our website at www.logan.edu.

,

~

~ '(he 'Wild 'Rgspberry

Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help
patients get well through non-Invasive healthcare while
preparing you to eam a substantial income commensurate
with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic. Most DC's
work in a private practice setting, providing time for family
and other important quality of life prioritie s.

no cover for students with LD.

Y~ARS

'lu h

~

Now you can make seven years of study equal to six with the 3+3
Program. This unique program provides students with the opportunity
to complete the BS degree and the Doctor of Chiropractic degree In
one ye a r less than the usual time. You will study for three years
at Murray State - then be admitted to the Doctor of Chiropractic
program a t Logan College. After a year at logan, you11 get your
BS Degree from Murray State. So 3+3 really does =71

Featuring tire Babydoll's Revue

21

(

............ ..........£

,.-..~

•
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Santana's latest proves old guys still rock
\

Review

Santana QJ( thut 1 an1

Assistant Lifestyles Editor
Elizabeth Cawein writes the
music reviews.

Often, we lose the great
ones in the prime of life.
Buddy Holly. Jim! Hendrix,
Janis Joplin, John Lennon they all died young, leaving
• us to wonder what great
things they coukl've accomplished had they lived to play
another note.
But then there arc the living legends. They arc the
ones whose art is appreciated during their time, the
ones who manage to stretch
that musical prime 30 or 40
years longer than anyone
thought possible.
The Rolling Stone:;, Paul
McCartney. Bob Dylan, led
Zeppelin, they all fit the bill.
But perhaps the best example of all is Cartos Santana. a
musical genius whose hanJs
have not slowed over the
strings of his guitar since the
release of his band's debut
album in 1969.
There was never any San·
tana comeback tour or
reunion show. because
they've never stopped. With
more than 30 albums to San·
tana's credit, its latest
release, "All That I Am," has
enough energy, fire and Latin
spirit to make fans wonder if.
instead of aging, the band
members arc actually getting
younger.
Santana found a winning

formula with the Grammyaward winning ·•supernatural," released in 1999, on
which the band paired with
artists such as Matchbox
Twenty's Rob Thomas and
l.auryn Hill.
Spawning several hit singles, the most notable of
which was Thomas and Carlos
Santana's
creation,
"Smooth," the album set a
precedent for the band's continued collaborations.
2002's
Next
came
"Shaman," which featured
then up-and-comer Michelle
Branch, among others.
"All That I Am" sticks to
the winning pattern, bringing
back Santana favorites
Thomas and Branch, as well
as the voices of Joss Stone,
Big Boi. Mary J. Blige, An tho-

courtesy of Arista records
ny Hamilton, Steven Tyler
and American Idol's own Bo
Bice. Beyond these radioready tracks, there are also
four songs on the album that
hearken back to the band's
work in the 70s and 80s.
They've got tango and Latin
dance beats, Spanish lyrics,
Carlos Santana's signature
electric guitar sound and
plenty of percussive experimentation.
It is difficult to narrow
...
down the album to a few
must-hear numbers, but
there are different standout
songs for different listeners.
l.ongtimc Santana fans
shouldn't miss "Hermes" or
"Con Santana." The quick
beat of "Hermes," coupled
with a strong horn line and
Carlos Santana on lead

vocals, makes the track
sound like it jumped straight
off of "Abraxas."
As for •·con Santana," be
ready for more of that addictive beat, and this time, it's
paired with some of the repetitious Spanish choral lines
typical of early Santana.
Besides advances in production and recording quality,
these tracks are no different
from old favorites "Oye
Como Va'' and "Black Magic
Woman."
For those more interested
in Santana's guitar stylings,
''I'm Feeling You," ''Twisted"
and "I Am Somebody" are
outstanding. "I'm Feeling
You" is Michelle Branch's
second turn at the mic with
the men of Santana backing
her. Though at times the
song sounds eerily similar to
Branch's "Shaman" and "The
Game of love," the good
news is the combination
works, and some parallels in
sound cannot be helped.
Anyway, I don't predict anyone will complain.
On "Twisted" Santana
worked with somewhatunknown rhythm and blues
singer/ rapper Anthony
Hamilton, an artist whose
music has yet to receive a
commercial reception to
match his critical acclaim. A
more bluesy piece, it incorporates a subtle electric keyboard sound that is no
stranger to Santana fans.
"I Am Somebody.. features
will.i.am of Black Eyed Peas

notoriety, and a positive
message that brings to mind
the group's breakout hit,
"Where is the love?"
Without doubt, one of the
strengths of "All That I Am"
is the broad range of artists
and genres blended together.
Such an eclectic list of contributors means something
for everyone, which translates to dollars, whatever the
industry.
But there is something
more significant than any
one voice or songwriter.
The glue that holds every
song together, makes every
track worth hearing and the
entire album a masterpiece,
and has for almost 40 years,
is the legendary quick hand
of Carlos Santana. A hybrid
of blues, Latin and classic
rock 'n' roll, he has a style so
unmistakable it can be recognized after just one chord.
Sometime a long time ago,
someone decided old guys
couldn't rock. The Rolling
Stones never paid any attention to that rule, and hopefully Santana won't, either.

No note: only if you're desperate.
One note: worth a listen, but
don't bother paying for it.
Two notes: a decent record,
try before you buy.
Three notes: worth the
money.
Four notes: a future classic.

Campus groups
band together
for Need Line
Staff R.eport
A delivery to Need line this week
marked the third truckload of food collected for the local charity since initial efforts
began in September.
American Humanics Campus Director
Roger Weis said the d rive was organized
in response to diminishing supplies at
Need Line.
"This year, the need has increased significantly partly because of Katrina, and
their resources had been diminished to
some extent," Weis said via e-mail
More than 30 student organizations,
from Greeks to residential colleges, participated in the drive. Weis sent out a request
to all campus organizations the first week
of September asking for contributions. and
the response was significant.
To further increase enthusiasm for the
project. American Humanics added a competitive twist. Prizes were awarded for the
top three contributing groups.
Sigma Phi Epsilon led the way with 640
food items, earning themselves a pizza
party. There was a three-way tie for second place, with the International Students
Association, White College and Building
Services Day Shift staff members each
donating 200 items. The second place
groups all received cakes from Dumplins.
"Because of the actions of all the individuals and groups at MSU, Need l.ine is
in a much better position to take care of
the individuals and families in our community now," Weis said via e-mail. "We
would would like to thank everyone who
was a part of this two month project."

- - - - - - This Week in Entertainment- - - - - • Albums

• Box Office

• SOD§S

e

I. lAmMe
Ashlee Simpson
2. Thanks For The M emory
••• T he Gr eat Am erican
Songbook Vol. IV
Rod Stewart
3. Timeless
Mortina McBride
4. All the Right Reasons
Nickelback
5. A Time t o Love
Stevie Wonder

1. Dr eamer

1. Gold Digger
Kanye West featuring Jamie
Foxx
2. Run It!
Chris Brown
3.My Hu mps
The Black Eyed Peas
4 . Photograph
Nickclback
S. Soul Survivo r
Young }el!zy featuring Akon

1. Ba t man Begins

Source: Billboard.com

2. T h e Legend of Zorro
3. Prime

4. The Fog
S. Doom

Source: Cheri Theatres

Source: Billboard.mm

DVD

2. House of Wax
3. Famlly Guy Presents
Ste wie Griffin: The Untold
Story

4. Saw- Uncut

• Books

• Web site

1. At First Sight

nanowrimo.org

Nicholas Sparks
2. Knife of Dreams
Robert Jordan
3. Consent to KID
Vince Flynn
4. The Lincoln Lawyer
Michael Connelly
5. Blue Smoke
Nora Roberts

November is National Novel
Writing Month, and nanwrimo.com has started its
annual initiative to make nov·
elists out of aspiring authors.
Sign-ups began Oct. I, but the
project lasts all month. Writers have between Nov. l and
Nov. 30 to complete a 50,000
word novel. Writers share
their work with each other.
and if they fmish on time, are
recognized on the site.

S. Bewitched
Source: Bestbuy.com

Source: nytimes.com

o/intage ~se 'EmporiumS
.9Lnnua{ o/era r.BradCey
riruni(Sfiow

November
11, 12, and 13
Adrianne lberg
Amie Naas
Dawn Cobb
Donna PhilliPs
Ellen Isaacson

new fOf foil 2005 messenget In Che!Ma GrHn

Morgan Day
Morgan Gross
Olivia Gordan
Rachel Just
Sarah Carver
Sarah Polivick
Sarah Willing
1

Save 20%
on your favorite
Vera Styles!
'Don 't miss this
once a year event.
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'Crazy' gives.insight to relationships
Rooms show progression
of domestic violence
JanetRobb
Lifestyles Editor
jrobb@thenews.org

A wedding dress hung in a
blood-splattered room with
chairs thrown around and a
Christmas tree with broken
ornaments.
This is just one of three
rooms people observed Thursday at Crazy In Love, a program that dealt with domestic
violence the Women's Center
sponsored.
Calla Murdock. coordinator
for the program, said when
people hear the phrase "crazy
in love," they believe a girl
loves her boyfriend very much,
but in this case, this notion was
taken a step further.
"She's crazy in love, but
there is cause for the craziness
because there is domestic
abuse (and) there is verbal
abuse," said Murdock. freshman from Murray. "It's interesting because (the relationship) gets so bad, but she still
stays."
Before visitors went through
the three rooms, they viewed
short engagement video, which
showed the couple telling their
family and friends that they
just got engaged. Even though
the couple was happy in the

a

video, the boyfriend suggested
in the video she lose weight
before the wedding.
Murdock said the rooms
showed stages of what an
unhealthy relationship could
be like. The first room is the
"honeymoon room" and was
decorated like a typical college
couple's apartment.
"(The couple) is getting married in December. and they're
so happy," Murdock said. "It's
almost like a movie how happy
they are, but every now and
then, you notice something is
off. But you don't want to look
at it because they're so happy."
In the second stage of the
program, cleaning supplies
were strewn around since the
apartment was never clean
enough for the boyfriend. He
has alsG started buying her
health food to help her lose
weight.
Also, the girlfriend's clothes
were thrown away because he
believed she dressed too
provocatively, she said.
Murdock said messages left
by the girlfriend's friends asking where she has been and
what she has been up to
showed she hasn't had time to
be with anyone except for her
boyfriend.
"So you start to pick up on

things like that and notice
something's wrong," she said.
"Their engagement is coming
up and they're stiJI happy
about the wedding, but there's
that underlying tension that's
building."
Murdock said the fmal room
looks like "a bat out of hell,"
she said. The apartment is now
in total chaos with the furniture thrown around and blood
all over the place.
"In that room, you're like,
'Wow, something reaUy was
wrong. How could we not pick
up on it?"' Murdock said.
Brooke Fugate, junior from
Lexington, said the progression of the rooms was done
well.
"You can start to see how
she's starting to look down on
herself (and) how it's starting
to get into her bead," Fugate
said.
Some students came to the
program because it was an
extra credit opportunity but
after walking through the
rooms, Michelle Jones, senior
from Murray, said it was very
affective to show how a relationship can go from loving to
violent.
"It happens every day,"
Jones said. "People fall in love
and then they get married and,
you know, (things) just start to
go downhill. They don't know
how to get help and, you know,
it leads to violence, and this
took it step by step."
Subtle hints about the abuse,

..

~,

like notes planning out her day,
were placed among the everyday objects in each of the
rooms. Matthew Buchanon,
junior from Grand Rivers, said
he noticed the girlfriend's
music selection changed
through each stage.
''It goes through the first
room, which is her Jiv~ng alone
and (then) shows how she lives
with him and how her music
selection starts to change from
'I want to find l,we.' to kind of
saying she was being abused in
her music (selections)," he
said.
Even though lluchanon said
he came for extra credit, he
said he would suggest everyone to come and see it.
Jane Etheridge, Women's
Center director, said this is the
second year for "Crazy in
Love," and the idea came from
Michelle Bell, junior from Sunset Hills. Mo., who wanted to
do something similar to their
program which shows the progression of an eating disorder.
"Last year, Michelle said, 'I
want to do this with dating violence bl·cause no one understands,'" she :;aid ...Everybody
says. 'Why don't you get out of
this, it's a horrible relationship'
and what 'they don't understand is that isn't how it
begins."
Etheridge said when someone knows what domestic violence is. they sec it but when
they don't, they're "crazy in
love."

,\l1sty

H.ws!T11e New>

Emily Scott, junior from Ledbetter, and Keri Walker,
junior from Grand Rivers, examine the scene of the
crime at the Women's Center's Crazy in Love.

64I Club

CkiMese aestAMrAMt

Located Off Hwy. 641

ALL DAY, ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT BUFFET
SZECHUAN, HUNAN, &MANDARIN CUISINE • E.AJ-IH.OR TAKE-OuT
OUR BANQUET FACILITY HAS THE AMBIENCE YOU REQUIRE FOR ANY
SPECIAL PRIVATE RJHCTIONI

Sunday- Pool Tournament & Texas Hold 'em
~on Clay - Monday Night Football
Drink Specials - S1.50 beer • $5 pitcher

s

BIGGEST & BEST BUFFET IN TOWN!
•APPmZEJt.S
•GEHEJW.. Tso's
•SUsHI
•SouPs
CHICIWC
•STE.t.K
•ICECREAM
•CRAB RAHGOOH
•HoNEY CHtOCEM
•CHIOCEM OIU.ST!Ck
•HOT p~ CHIOCEM • 0£ssatT BAA

s. • Puryear, Tenn. • 731-247-5794

h.

•BBQ RIBS

•COCKTAIL SHRIMP

•MUSSELS
•5ALAD BAR
638 M. 12TH ST. BETWEEN Gooov's AHO Orfta DEPoT • 753-3788
MoNDAY- THURSDAY 10'.30A.M. -10'.30 P.M.
flliDAV&SA'MtDAY 10'.30A.M. -11 P.M. • SuNDAY 10'.30A.M. -10 P.M.

~-------------~-----------------------------------·
1st Annual Murray State University

·. Chili Cook-Off
Sponsored by Student Government Association

i

1

RACER FOOTBALL

Nov. 12 at 1 p.m.
Turn this application in by Wednesday, Nov. 9 at 4:30p.m.
Organization ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Contact N a m e - - - - - - - - - - - - Professional Business: Yes,___
Srudent Organization:

Phone--------------

NO--

Yes-- No--

Type Of Chili (Very Mild, Mild, M:dium, Hot, Very Hot) - - - - - - Ingredients

TypeofCooker----------------------------------Electrical Needs (Watts) - - - (Type of Plug)

RULES: There will be two c-ategories of contestants: Professional for any conteMant representing a Chamber of Commerce Business Member and the NonProfessional Category for any student organization and individual contestant.
Professional contestants MUST provide 10 gallons of chili and Non-Professional
MUST provide 5 gallons. Contestants are allowed to promote and/or advertise for
their individual gain, be it business or personal. Contestants must providt.~ a thorough list of ingredients (secret ingredients excluded) in order for the public to
view.

Come out and support the
Racers and the United Way this
Saturday at 3:00 p.m. The
Racers will take on the Colonels
from Eastern Kentucky in an
important OVC match-up.

There will be a Crowd Pleaser Award for each category based on the votinR of
the public. Non Competing Participants will vote by ballot for the Crowd Pleaser
Award. Bowls, Spoons, Napkins and Drinks will be supplied hy SGA. Non
Competing Participants can purchase an "All-You-Can-Eat~ wristband for ~S.
which includes all the chili you can sample as well as beverages. CROWD PLF..ASER AWARD is 800~ of wristband sales to be divided between Professional and
Non-Professional winners.

All donations will go to the
Unit~d Way fund.

Contestants must have chili prepared by 12:30 p.m. for contestants to serup and
the contest and tasting will start at 1 p.m. Tickets must be purchased to enter the
stadium; theY. are free for MSU students with a MSU ID and $7 for General
Admission for the Publlc and can be purchased in advance by calling the Athlt:tic
Oftke at (270) 762-4895
By 5igning thic; document you declare that you have read and understand the
Above Stated Rules and will comply with the rulings of SGA and its officials.
I

Name

Date

·-------------------------------------------------(

'
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Rotoract fills layettes for Life
Elizabeth Cawein
Assistant Lifestyles Editor
ecawein@thenews.org

In times of crisis, wallets and
are
often
pocketbooks
stretched to the limit as citi·
zens attempt to donate as
much as possible.
While national organizations
like the Red Cross and the
United Way use this funding to
assist those in need, locallybased charities often suffer.
With this situation in mind,
Tasha Van Winkle, senior from
Paducah, presented a proposal
to the Rotoract club Oct. 7.
"There's been a lot of
tragedy all over the country
right now, and the funding for
a lot of our local care givers in
Murray is running low because
all of the donations everyone is
making are going to hurricane
relief," Van Winkle said.
Van Winkle's plan was to
focus some of the club's efforts
back to the local level. and her
charity of choice was Life
House Care Center.

"In my sorority in high
school. we raised money and
volunteered for a women's
center in Paducah," Van Winkle said. "Once I joined
Rotoract, I wanted to fmd a
local distributor that did the
same thing, giving to pregnant
women who need assistance.
That's when I found Life
House."
Van Winkle asked Rotoract
members to bring items to help
build layettes, tubs filled with
items such as towels, shampoo,
lotion, diapers, etc. Once the
layettes are prepared and
delivered, Life House employees take them to the mothers in
need.
After the initial proposal, the
venture expanded beyond just
Rotoract members. Springer
College residents and White
College ninth floor residents
have all gotten involved as
welL
Van Winkle said she took
almost 200 items to Life House
in the first delivery Oct. 24.
The drive will run through the

end of the semester. Van Winkle said she is hopeful some
Rotoract members will begin
volunteering at the center reg·
ularly in the ncar future.
Though she only joined the
organization this year, she said
the group was integral to making the Life House drive work.
"This was my flrst club that I
actually joined at Murray, so
thi.; was my time, my opponunity to spark interest in giving
back to the community," Van
Winkle said. "Rotoract allowed
me to do that."
Wilma Smith, client service
director of Life House, said
fund raisers and gifts are noth·
ing new to the center. As a
faith-based organization. it is
funded entirely by donations.
Instead, it is the source of the
donations she finds refreshing.
"ThL'> is unique coming from
the college,'' Smith said. "Once
a semester, maybe, we will
have someone start something,
or maybe they think it's a good
idea to begin with, but it has
fizzled out."

Smith said Life House offers

a variety of services for expcc·
tant mot~rs and other men
and wodn, from counseling
to information on adoption ser·
vices. The Rotoract drive
specifically supports the cen·
ter's work with new mothers
and their babies.
"When we have a new mom,
one of the things we do is we
take a new baby basket, a
layette, when we go to the hospital to check on her.'' Smith
said. "Rotoract's donations are
for the layettes, and they've
brought a lot of nice things.
blankets, clothing."
With the recent completion

m.t·n•m"

of Life House's new facilities.
Smith said furniture is one of
the center's biggest needs.
'We are really pushing for
any bahy furniture, because we
have room to store it now,"
Smith said. "It could be anytlili)g: bassinets, cribs, strollers,

ChangtThc News

anything that has to do with
babies, new or used."
If you are interested in
donating to the drive, contact
Tasha
Van
Winkle
at
tasha.vanwinkle@murraystate.
edu or talk with any Rotoract
member.

Sororities compete in Sigma Pi Fall Fest to raise funds for Red Cross
Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
cnorthcutt@thenews.org

Four sororities scooted, chucked
and slashed in the name of victory
and charity in the annual Sigma Pi
Fall Fest Saturday.
' First held in 1993, the event allowed
the Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha Gamma
Delta, Alpha Omicron Pi and Alpha
Sigma Alpha sororities to compete
through various games involving
pumpkins and tractors. It also raised
money for the Red Cross.
"It's nice to give back to society, to
give fraternities a better image than
the drunken frat boy that does stupid
stuff all the time," said Sigma Pi member Peter Dirks, senior from Makan·

da,m.

Staged in the Murray Expo Cente.r,
Fall Fest 2005 began with a toy tractor
relay. The sororities faced off two at a
time, weaving through tall, white
poles while scooting on mini John
Deere tractors.
The teams lined the course and
cheered enthusiastically as their riders inched along, trying to keep the
peddles from scraping their legs.
"They were pretty much impossible, really," said ADPi's Sarah Balbach, freshman from Louisville. "You
had to just put your feet on the
ground and push."
Balbach snatched the first win for
ADPi, scooting over the finish line
just before her AOPi opponent.
Next, Fall Fest moved from teeny
tractors to busted pumpkins with
Punkin' Chunkin'. Two members

from each sorority stood behind an
orange cone and threw a pumpkin as
far as they could.
The gourds flew as far as 32 feet 8
inches, busting into pieces and spray·
ing seeds onto the dirt when they
landed. AOPi won the chunkin' with a
combined distance of 57 feet 1 inch, a
sum including the 32-feet, 8·inch
record Abby Miller, junior from
Mount Vernon, Ill, set.
"I just got up there and chucked the
pumpkin," Miller said. "You don't do
that every day."
The third event involved 25 slimy
minutes of knives. guts and seeds as
the sororities delved into pumpkin
carving. With one pumpkin each, they
hurriedly drew designs on the skins:
scraped orange entrails out of the pits
and slashed shapes into the sides. In

their mad rush to finish, Alpha
Gamma Ddta broke a carving knife.
When time ran out, four carved
pumpkins sat in pools of juice and
seeds. Each gourd sported sorority
letters and mascots, some including
Halloween symbols or proclamations
of love lor Sigma Pi.
ADPi'!'l jack-o'-lantcrn out-shone
the .rest, displaying tMir sorority letters and lion mascot next to an owl
and bat.
ADPi member Aslin Clark, fresh·
man from Gilberts, Ill., explained why
the sorority's masterpiece won.
"We're awesome, and we have a
bunch of art majors," Clark said.
Fall Fest concluded with a spirit
contest. The sororities gathered
around the judges and cheered. ADPi
brought a banner of its mascot and

held it up while they jumped and
shouted.
The judges deliberated in the midst
of the mob and awarded the spirit
title to Alpha Sigma Alpha. The sorority also won the entire event, receiving a plaque to commemorate their
Fall Fest triumph.
"We showed the most enthusiasm,
and we're the happiest to be here."
said Alpha Sigma Alpha's Caitlin
Wardlow, sophomore from Crestwood.
' Fall Fest raised $250 for the Red
Cross with $50 entrance fees from
each of the sororities. Sigma Pi also
collected more charity money that
night, charging $5 admission to a
party at their fraternity house and
bringing their total donation sum to
$1,500.

ACOUSTIC & aECTRIC GUITARS
AMPS· KEYBOARDS & MORE
mainstreetguitars.com
Monday - Friday 10 am.- 5 p.m • Saturday 12 p.m.- 4 p.m.
~~~~

an answer in about an
We also offer income tax preparation.
We can beat anyone's price and can have you in and out in
20 minutes! No appointment., necessary!
Call or come by.

753-0735

ruES., NOV. 8, 6:30PM
MASON HALL, ROOM 214

Bring in last years and let's compare!

..
World

~

come to an Info meeting:

~·lnancc t:urpor ation

Q

942 South 12th Street
Murray, KY , 42071 • (270) 753-0735

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE
SAWMILLS irom only $2,795! Convert
your LOG5 TO VALUABlE LUMBER
with your Norwood portable band
sawmill. log Skidders also ava1lable.
www.norwoodindustries.com Free
informarion: 1-800-578-1363 ext300
Building Sale! ''last Chance!" 20x26
Now $39!15 . l5x30 $5700. 30x40
.$8300. 40l<60 S12,900. Many others.
Meets high snow and wind. Onl! end
included. Pioneer 1-800-668-5422.
Reach over 1,000,000 readers with
one calli Contact the classified depart·
ment of this newspaper or call KPS at
502-223-8821 for more information
about placing a 25-word classifl(-d in
70 ne-.vspapt•rs ior only S2 25!
Attention Homeowners· Display
homes wantt'<l for vinyl sidin~ win·
dows, roof~. Easy credittc•rm~. No payments until 2006. Starting at $99
month. Callt-800-251 -0843

o-r--

lake Cumberland, Kentucky Twin
Creeks Estates oiiers lake lots 5t.uting
at $9,900. Perfect location. Sre the
best before you buy! Call owners
www.twincrE.'t'ksestates...:om 1-2707.14-6053
Tennessee/ Kentucky lak1•front land.
New community on the TN/KY border.
Just 1-1/2 hours to Nashville, Spectacular views of Lake Barkley. I to 6 acres
from the S40~. No time re~quircment to
build Call 866·J40-n68

HELP WANTED
Big Apple ufe is hiring a part-time
cook. Apply in person. Experience
__
preferrf'_CI .
Advertising S.Jies, Public Rei.Jttons:
We ,are a nationwide puhli~hins co.
looking for reps to handle ex1sting
acc:b and establish ne-.v acc:t~. Plevious ~les t')t;pet'ient e Is a plu$, but will
train thc •right pt•rson. We oft<'r: Paid
Training, 701 -80% renewiil~, Travel

allowance, mcentive bonu~e~. Must
have dcpPndable transportation and
be able to travel owrnight. Send
resume to: hrcrlawpublications.net,
Fa" to 972-392-9724.
hperil'nced phlebotomms. para·
medics, MD's, RN's, LPN's, MA' >
ne<>dt•d for mobile insurance examinations. KY and Southern IN. DNall orientt'd, independent contractor work.
Fax/email resume by 11/11/05: 502339·1383, ~pskyO_in~ghthb~o_m_
' Reach for the Star~· And improve
someune's quality of life too. EnJOY
the<;~ perks ... 'A S2.000 sign-<>n bonus
•Rec1listic $800-$1,200 per week during tr~inlng •2 to 3 pre-qet appointment> per day where people want to
sec you •No slow season 'Paid week·
ly 'Gas allowance •Health Benefus
package •No weekends •Room ior
adVilnCI:ment •Have non-stop support
from ,1 world-renowned, 30 ye.u old
comp.tny. We want to t.llk to you! C.!II
Mr. Morris at 1-800-47:.!- 1432 Ext.
219 and get ready to enj'oy what you
do! Craftmatic Adju5tah e Beds Supporting a lifetime of g~ health._
Sales/ F'ltate Planning! We provide
qualitled leads, complete product
training and sales &upport. S1,800·
$2.700 weekly income potrntial. Prior
sale>
cxpenenre
a
must.
www,groww1thuf!>C.com 800-3677795 x420
Airline M..-chanic- Rapid tr,Jining for
high IMying career. FAA predi<;b
st•wre ~horta~e. FAA approved job
etacement aSSIStance. AiM 1·888·349·
.:-387.

n cpm + fuel surcharge, zero down

leaw purchc1sc S 1 buyout. No credit
chl'< k Pete's ireightliners, KW & lnternatioMis. No HazMat required. Call
800-526-3675
A COl drivers. LoUI~ville, KY area.
Local d<>liveries, shuttle runs, K-gional
runs, yard jockey, & teams. BfC SIS
insuran.re (2 yr rt'\:ent exp rLoquiredl
866-270·2665 www.abdrivers.com

Arc!"pting Trainees for Werner, Sw1it,
CR F-ngi,Jnd. others! 16 day COL! No
mont~y down, ~tudent finandn.gl
Tuition reimburst•ment avail. Job
placemCilt a~~t. Mon·Sun 1-800-883·
01 71 x6

Drivers- FcdEx Ground Perm.1nentl
St•asonal Te.1m~ N('t•ded. ,94·$1 .10
mile •Onsill' discount fuel $1.2'i gallon. COI.-A + I vr. IT expr.ricnrro
rL>quired. 1· 866-83i·li339 Turner.T•Jt·
tcnOfedex.com

Act Now Driver~ · Fl.rtbcd. Bulk tank
.md refrigerated dtvisions. Performanc:o htlsed pay. fxpc~rienced Opt•rators. Independent Contr<Ktors 01 com·
panx dnvers. COL ln~truuion program
ava,Jable.
800-771-6318.
, Y.W~.pnmeinc.com _ --~

Driver5· FREE XM Radio, Pre-Pass, Tri·
P,1c Generators! G11•at pay! ~o tou.:h.
~o h.u:m,rt. Ask .11Jout 11arlcy Oavid·
son & $20,000 c:,~h C.lveaw~y! CI~~S·
A COL RTI; 800.%J-H63, ext.217.

Class-A OTR Drivers. Flatbed & 53'
Bo~. Clrrier for Ameri01n St.lndard. 1
yr exp. Grear p.1y/ bf'nef1ts, HomP,
mo~t weekends. Cilll Mon-Fri. Com·
merd,rl Drivers tlll0-32 1·1232 or
www.amstan.com
Driver: BE HOM!:: every weekend!
And, 1-2 times/ Wl'Ck! Earn up to
$50,000 first yc.H! Regional tl.tthro
clelivt•rie~. Class·A CDL ,md 6 months
tr;~rtor trailer t•xperience required.
W.1bash VaiiP)' Transportation, Inc
800·.246-6305, www.wvtonline.com
Driver, Owner Operators, COmp.tny:
Average SlJO/milc. Home weekends,
during Wl'ct.. l';o ioru'<l dispak:h.
l'lollt• Program. Olr.IC'r true~ wefc:omP.
Qukk St.Ht. Call Max at T&T! 1·600·
511 -0062
Driver- Owner Operators. Average
Revenue $165,000. $5,000 Sign-on
Bonus, SI. I 0 per mile plus 33 rpm
fsc. Guaranteed Hornet nne. LeaSP. Pur·
dMse
Program. Cli!SS·A COL
RN!Uircd. Triple Crown St•rvices. Call
Mary at B00-75h-74l3, ext.2 •
www.triplecrownsvc.c·om
Ma~crick Transportation is now
accepting students! Your COL is your
toe k<'t to sucrC'>s and we are here to
hl'lp. Company sponsort·d COL tr.lin·
ing now avallalllt•. Average over
S45,000 your tst yl•ar as a Mi!vPrick
driver. lfome weekend~ once traimng
completed. Call us today and change
your future! Hl00-:.189· 1100. Visit us
online mavet~ckusa.com

Dnve-rs: S1gn-on Bonus Start up to
44cpm, Home wceJ..ends, 2400+ aver·
age weekly miles, guar.1nteed ln~omc,
Assigned trucks, Full bcnetit5, fxpNi ·
en<:e required. 800-44 1-4271 ext. KY •
100
TRUCK DRIVERS' I IElP WANTfDWc·
have driven projedr)t'/ to earn $83,000
this ye~r~ How much ~~I :ou earn?
lo~! look! lo~! Trud Dnv~
Trainees wanted! No money upfront.
H~ting in your o~rea . Transportation,
iood. ' lodgins. You may qualify tor
state paid training. 1-R77-554-3800

Plenty of miles ... Top starting pay•..
ttome-time you can count on ... Com·
plete hencllh. ThC$tl aren' t extra;.
They're the ba~ics when you run with
us. Earn up to 45 rpm and awrage
SSOk per year; with our lreight b.Jsc,
you 'll get the miles. Most drivers !'Vl'n
lake the1r trucks home ior time off.
Plus our lx•nefits package Includes
medical, dent~ I, vision. life, 401 k
retirement, e<llling card, diswunts on
new-car purch.tM!S & more. We hJvc
OTR, regional & dt'dicated opening'
for drivers und owner-operators. 01 if
you're ready to own a tru.:k, get st.trt·
cd with S300 down. We guarantee
apprm-al With .1n affordable mon1hly
note on a late-modt•l Freightliner. Call
IB Hunt tod.1y. EOE:. Subj to ds. J mos
COt. exp req. C.lll u~ 7 days,, wt•t•k: 1•
800·252-4Rb8
Tr"in in you1 ovom batk}'ard! CR Fng·
land is hiring In )'our area. Company
sponsored 16 day trarning av;ulable.
Call Tuday 1· 800-3Y8-9901l

TRAVEl
1:1 Spring.Break Websjle! low priers
guaranteed. Free Meals & Free

Drink,. Book 11 people, get 12th trip
free! Croup discounts for 6+
mm.}.pringiJreakDiscounts,com or
www.Leisureloyrs.com or 800-8388202.
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CELEBRITY
CRUISE! S Days From $2991 Includes
Meals, Tinea, Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Evenb, ~.tch Partie$ With C~ebrlties
As Seen On Real Wortd, ~ Rules!
On Campus R~ Needed! Promo Code
J:l. www.SprmgBreakTravel.<om 1800..678-6386
Spring Brt'ak 2006 with Student Travel
Services to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas
and Florid.l. Are yoo conMCtf'Cil Sell
Trips, Earn Cash & Trnel frt't'1 Call for
group discounts. Info/Reservations
800.648·4849 www.slstravel.com.
CANCUN, ACAPULCO, JAMAICA
From $499! Tra\•el With Ailwlica's
Largest &Eihi~ Award Winning Spring
Brealc: Company! Fly Schf'Ciul«< Air·
lines, Free meals, Drinks, Biggest
Celebrity Part~! On-Campus Markel·
ing Reps Needed! Promo Code 32.
www.SpringBreakTravel.com 1-800678-6366

EDUCATIONAl
Earn Oegr<:c on lone from home. •Medocal, •Bu\iof'~s. •raralt•gal, •comput·
<'r. fob pl.tn•ment .mistanr<'. Computer & rin ,tni:Jul aid it quality.
www.onl inet idewatertP.Ch.com 866858-21ll

SERVICES
SSCASHSS lmml'diate Cash for srructured settlt!mf'nts, annultil$, 1.1w suit,
mortgage notes & cash flows. JG
We11tworth 11. 1-800-794-lllO
Government C.uaranteed Lo.1n,. We

ne<'d 8 ITlQre home eurt.hase applicants by November 1'th. 1-800-710..
1695 (lmdngton) or apply on-line
W\'IIW.kyRovernmrntloans.com. Don't
Miss This Opportunity~ EOL.

HEALTH
F.miily llealthcare w/prescription
plan! $69.95/mo. Nationwide coverage, no limitations. lndudc.>s: Doctors,
dental, vision, hosp. S more. Everyone
accepted! Call: wee 800-288-9214
ext. 2332

MISC.
CHERRY BLOSSOM GOLF AND
CQU,..; fRY O.UB, C'ieorg<'lown. Golf
Digl>St voted us best places to play
2004! Join us for your next round/out·
lng. Special Membership available.
S02·57ll-984'l!
Exrellcnt hometime! We s1rnply offer a
whol(' lot more! HEARTLAND
[XPRFSS www.heartlanck!xpress.com
1-800-441-4953
Fall OlcvyNl'ltefest! November 5·6,
'2005 . All Chevrolet & Corvl.'tte swap
me!'t, c.u show and sale. M~,;Cormick
Place North Building. Chicago, ll
9am·hpm Saturday & Sundoly. Call
708-.'il\3-4100
Bam·Spm
M-F.
midamcricapromotions.com

RATES
Classified advertising deadline
is 4 p.m. WednC$day.
Ad!l ma)' be submiucd in Wilson Hall room 111 or mailed
to Classifieds, do The Murray
Stille News, 2609 University
Station, Murray, KY 42071.
Classifieds must be paid before
they run. For more information
call 762-4478.
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Creation?
Many professors would have you believe that Evolution is a
fact as sure as gravity. The real fact is this: many, many
teachers, scientists, engineers, and even the President of
the United States believe that Intelligent Design should be
taught ,in schools along with Evolution.
Momentum is building as the evidence mounts for an intelligent Creator. In fact, there are bills pending in Maryland
and Michigan, and a current court case in Pennsylvania
arguing that the facts behind Intelligent Design should not
be ignored any longer.
"Evolutionism is a fairy tale for grown- ups. This theory has helped nothing in the progress of science.
It is useless."
- Professor Louis Bounoure, past president of the Biological Society of Strassbourg, Director of the
Strassbourg Zoological Museum, Director of Research at the French National Center of Scientific
Research. {Quoted in The Advocate, March 8, 1984.)
"Improving life by random mutations has the probability of zero."

-Albert Szent-Gyorgi, Nobel Laureate

-- -·

·------ ·-------------------

·------·-··---~--

-

Nine-tenths of the talk of evolutionists is sheer nonsense, not founded on observation and wholly
unsupported by facts. This museum is full of proofs of the utter falsity of their views. In all this
great museum, there is not a particle of evidence of the transmutation of species. 11
- Dr. Etheridge, senior paleontologist of the British Museum of Natural History
11

"··.contrary to what is widely assumed by evolutionary biologists today, it has always been the
anti-evolutionists, not the evolutionists, in the scientific community who have stuck rigidly to
the facts and adhered to a more strictly empirical approach."
- Dr. Michael Denton, Evolution: A Theory in Crisis (London: Burnett Books, 1985), p. 353, 354.
(Note: Dr. Denton is neither a creationist nor a Christian.)
"You will be greatly disappointed (by the forthcoming book); it will be grievously too hypothetical . It will very likely be of no other servic~ than collating some facts; though I myself think I
see my way approximately on the origin of species. But, alas, how frequent, how almost universal
it is in an author to persuade himself of the truth of his own dogmas."
- Charles Darwin, 1858, in a letter, regarding the concluding chapters of his The Origin of the
Species. Quoted in "John Lofton's Journal," The Washington Times, February 8, 1984.

You've heard the best evidence
for evolution.· Come hear the
MUCH BETTER EVIDENCE FOR CREA~ION.
CURRIS CENTER THEATER

WHY WERE YOU CREATED?

2-3PM - BIG Problems with the Big Bang
3:30-4:30PM - Creation Science

Every human being was created
with a purpose: to know God and
worship Him. God has a particular plan in mind for your life.

CURRIS CENTER BALLROOM

Dr. Jason Lisle
Astrophysicist

7-BPM Creation Science and Genesis
8:30-9:30PM - Astronomy and · the Bible
9:30-lOPM - Questions and Answers

Wednesday, Nov.

9th

"Nature is too thin a screen; the glory of
the omnipresent God bursts through
everywhere."
-Ralph Waldo Emerson.
"Do not be afraid of being free thinkers!
If you think strongly enough you will be
forced by science to the belief in God,
which is the foundation of all religion.
You will find science not antagonistic but
helpful to religion." -Lord Kelvin.

The Question is, how do we follow
God's plan?
l. Admit that you are a sinner.
All of us have lived lives of
selfishness and sin. We have all
displeased God. We must humble
ourselves before God and confess
our sins.
2. Receive God's free gift of
salvation through Jesus, His only
Son. Call out to Him in prayer
and receive Him into your life.
3.

Follow Him. Do what He wants
you to do. Turn from sinful
activities, study the Bible and
apply it to your life. Surrender
your life to Him.

According to the Gallup Organization, only 9% of Americans believe
"Man has developed over millions
of years from less
advanced forms of
life. God had no
part in this process."

Evolution?

Sponsored by Christ Ambassadors.
For more information, call
Mark at 753-9786

.

